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news Briefs
“News Briefs from the Computer World’’ is a regular
feature which covers local and overseas developments
in the computer industry including new products, and
other topical events of interest.

SYSTEMS 89 ONCE AGAIN FEATURES EXTENSIVE
CONGRESS PROGRAM
The international DP congress held parallel to SYSTEMS
will once again ensure the desired mixture of practical
application and specialist information at the trade fair.
With more than two dozen individual events and some
5,000 participants, it is the largest congress of its kind
worldwide.
The focal point of the congress will be two full-day
symposiums dealing with the latest developments in the
fields of telecommunications and software. Symposium A
on 16 October is entitled “The Major Upheaval in Business
Communications” and deals with the state-of-the-art,
benefits and risks of fully electronic data and document
interchange (catchwords EDI and ODA). The target
groups of the symposium are computer-science and logis
tics managers in companies. Symposium B on 18 October

deals with “Software Strategies for the Nineties” and
addresses computer-science and software managers.
The 3rd International Congress of the GI, organised by
Gesselschaft fur Informatik (Association for Computer
Science) and held on 16-17 October, will be a meeting
place for all those interested in “Artificial Intelligence”
(AI). With the title “Knowledge-based systems”, the con
gress addresses researchers and practitioners alike. There
will be special presentations by all the German AI research
centres as well as all AI projects supported by the Federal
Ministry for Research and Technology and those spon
sored by ESPRIT and EUREKA.
The “User Group Seminars” are also a permanent con
stituent of the congress. They are oriented to specific target
groups, such as building and construction, trade and com
merce and consumer-goods distribution, industry, the
banking industry, medicine, public administration, phar
macy and insurance.
AUSTRALIAN COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
CONFERENCE 1989
“Backup the Future” is the theme of the seventh annual
Computers in Education Conference, which will be held in
the National Convention Centre in Canberra from 1-4
October 1989, and hosted by the Computer Education
Group of the ACT.

Shh... “Killer” is at work,
'ou would call it a Merlin Gerin UPS.
■ I call it "Killer" because it kills off the Power
Bugs which would love to get into my data.
From 150 V.A to 4800 kV.A, Merlin Gerin
protects all computers against "infested" power,
brown-outs and black-outs.
Talk to Merlin Gerin first.
It will be
the last you
suffer from
bugs in your
data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interface logic
programming

Horn clause logic programming systems such as
PROLOG find solutions of equations over the Herbrand
universe (HU) using most general unifiers. However unifi
cation is only one implementation for solving such equa
tions. In more complicated structures, we require more
sophisticated solving techniques. For problems falling
within these more complex domains the elegance of logic
programming solutions deteriorates unless we increase the
expressive power of the language. The Constraint Logic
Programming (CLP) scheme generalises the modeltheoretic and operational models of logic programming to
include constraints over particular problem domains.
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The Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) scheme genera
lises the model-theoretic and operational models of logic
programming to include constraints over particular prob
lem domains (structures). Languages in the CLP scheme
are operationally similar to PROLOG and hence their
implementation problems are similar, indeed most instan
ces of the CLP scheme contain PROLOG since they use
uninterpreted functors for data structures. As this common
framework underlies instances of the CLP scheme, a great
deal of the implementation of different CLP languages can
be contained within a single generic (with respect to struc
ture) implementation. To this end an Interface Logic Pro
gramming system (ILP) has been produced Code for each
CLP language now requires only the implementation of a
solver for the particular structure, the ILP system provides
the remaining elements of the language. This significantly
reduces the time required to produce new implementations
of CLP languages.
We have implemented an ILP system and used it to
produce a CLP instance in the domain of uninterpreted
functors over a free Boolean algebra, CLP(B). This
domain was chosen because of its interesting applications
in circuit design and other areas. The Boolean constraints
allow a sound form of negation and provide mechanisms
for hypothetical reasoning and default reasoning.
Keywords and Phrases: Constraint Logic Programming,
Rapid Prototyping, Programming Language Design, Boo
lean Algebra.
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Languages in the CLP scheme are operationally similar
to PROLOG and hence their implementation problems are
similar, indeed most instances of the CLP scheme contain
PROLOG since they use uninterpreted functors for data
structures. Implementations of instances of CLP consist of
an inference engine, a constraint solver and an interface
between the engine and solver. An instance of the CLP
scheme which solves equations in the domain of the unin
terpreted functors over real arithmetic terms has been
implemented (Jaffar et al., 1988). However the constraint
solver for this system is so deeply embedded in the code
that in order to create another instance of the scheme, the
engine, interface and solver would all have to be rewritten.
Code for each instance would merely be a variant of that
for the original except in the solver. Therefore to minimise
work it would be desirable to have a system whereby a
single engine and interface could be used with various
constraint solvers to produce the various instances of the
scheme. To this end an Interface Logic Programming
system (ILP) has been produced.
As ILP is required to interface to external constraint
solvers a language is provided together with a simple and
general interface. The Host-Language Interface (HLI)
provides communication between the inference engine
(the host) and object-compatible external routines. HLI is
the only path between the inference engine and any exter
nal routines. Internal engine operations are not available
or accessible. This accomplishes the aim of separation of
the inference engine from the extralogical and constraint
manipulating components.
We have implemented an instance of the CLP scheme
in the domain of uninterpreted functors over a free Boo
lean algebra, CLP(B). This domain was chosen because of
its interesting applications. The Boolean constraints allow
a sound form of negation and provide mechanisms for
hypothetical reasoning and default reasoning. CLP(B) is
similar to the language ProBoole (Morishita et al., 1987)
which implements logic programming in the domain of
uninterpreted functors over a quotient Boolean algebra.
ProBoole itself falls within the CLP scheme.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
We introduce some central concepts of Constraint Logic
Programming (Jaffar et al., 1987). To illustrate the partic
ular domain implemented we also include a brief outline of
Boolean algebras.
2.1 Constraint Logic Programming
A constraint logic programming system exists in the con
text of a particular structure, JR. We now describe the
syntax of a constraint logic program in some particular
structure. Constraints in the structure take the form of
relations upon terms of the structure. For example, the
following are constraints in the domain of Boolean alge
bra: true false, x \/false D —z, — x@(yD(z ax))
= (y v z). Problems in this domain are formulated in terms
of rules which direct the collection of constraints. A pro
gram thus contains three kinds of symbols: constant and
function symbols, constraint relation symbols and (pro
grammed) predicate symbols.
A constraint is of the form rft,...., t„) where ris an n-ary
relation symbol and ti; 1 < i < n, are terms of the structure.
An atom is of the form p(t,, ..., tn) where p is an n-ary
predicate symbol and q, 1 < i < n, are terms of the
structure. Then a constraint logic program consists of a
finite set of rules (or clauses) of the form
A —c„ ..., cm
or
A *- c„ ..., cm, B„ B2,..., B„
where A and Bi; 1 < i < n, are atoms, and Cj, 0 < j < m, are
constraints.
For clarity within the text we shall usually write arbi
trary rule bodies and goals in the form
(c [] B„ ..., Bm)
The [] separator has no semantic significance but serves to
distinguish clearly between constraints and atoms.
An example constraint logic program in the structure of
integer arithmetic is
share(Apples, Ann, Ken, Rob) —
Apples = Ann + Ken + Rob,
twice(Ken, Ann),
div_3(Rob).
twice(A,B) —
A = 2 x B.
div_3(3).
div_3(6).
div_3(9).

A[ ■*- cbB,
A2c2, B2
An — cn, B„
such that c’ = c /\ c, /\ c2 ^... /\ cn /\ {D, = A,J/\{p2 = A2}
/\ ... /x {Dn = A„} is solvable and Gi+, is (c’ [] Bb B,,..., B„).
Note that in (P, ^-derivations, a constraint in a goal
contains all constraints appearing in preceding goals.
A (P, ^-derivation is successful if it is finite and its last
goal contains no atoms, i.e. the goal can be written in the
form (c [] 0) where 0 denotes the empty sequence of
atoms. A (P, JR)-derivation is finitely failed if it is finite and
not successful. All other (P, JR)-derivations are infinite. The
answer constraint of a successful (P, JR)-derivation is the
constraint set c appearing in its last goal. An example
derivation is as follows.
— share(9, Ann, Ken, Rob)
—(9 = Ann + Ken + Rob [] twice(Ken, Ann), div_3(Rob))
—(9 = Ann + Ken + Rob, Ken = 2 x Ann [] div_3(Rob))
*-(9 = Ann + Ken + Rob, Ken = 2 x Ann, Rob = 3 [])
Answer constraint (simplified) is
Ann = 2, Ken = 4, Rob = 3.
In order for the CLP scheme to apply to a structure it
needs to satisfy the condition of solution compactness. A
structure JR is solution compact if:
(a) every element in JR is the unique solution of a (possibly
infinite) set of constraints.
(b) every set of constraints c has a complement (in some
sense) defined by a (possibly infinite) family of finite
sets of constraints, Cj e.g.lT = U cb
Intuitively constraints are powerful enough to define
every element in the structure and the negative of any
constraint. Solution compactness is in fact a very weak
condition (see for example section 4). For a more formal
definition of solution compactness see Jaffar and Lassez
(1987).
2.2 Boolean Algebras
A Boolean algebra B is a non-empty set which contains
two distinct special elements true and false, two associa
tive binary operators /\ and v and a unary operation —1
(Grimaldi, 1985). These operators satisfy the following
axioms.

We now describe the operational characteristics of a
constraint logic program, P with structure JR. A (P, JR)derivatkm of a goal G, is a (finite or infinite) non-empty
sequence of goals G = G0, Gb G2,... such that (a) each Gj in
the sequence is of the form (c [] Db ..., Dn) where c is
JR-solvable and n > 0. If n = 0, G, is the last goal in the
derivation. Otherwise if n ^ 0, (b) there exists a collection
of n variants of clauses in P, say
5QTHE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 21, NO. 2, MAY 1989

commutative laws
distributive laws
inverse laws
identity laws

xay=yax
x a <y v z) = (x a y) v (x a
x a -oc = false
x v false = x

2)

xvy*yvx
x v (y a z) = (x v y)
x v -a * true
x a true e x

a

(x v z)

Given a set of symbols S let U be the set of boolean
expressions which are created by applying the operations
/s v — to elements of S recursively. The free Boolean
algebra, F, defined is obtained by generating the equival
ence classes of U using the above axioms.
Elements of the set S are then known as Boolean varia-
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bles. A literal is a variable x e S or its complement —ix. A
fundamental conjunction is a term of the form A, /\... a An,
where each A| is a literal. A term is in disjunctive normal
form if it is of the form B, v... v Bn where each B| is a funda
mental conjunction. Every term in a free Boolean algebra
F has at least one equivalent disjuntive normal form.

of this will be constraints the solver has already seen at
least once but was unable to simplify. If the solver uses its
own internal representation then this will involve many
conversions between the internal form and terms.
Although the first methodology makes it easy to write
solvers, it complicates the engine considerably.

3. INTERFACE LOGIC PROGRAMMING
The Interface Logic Programming system is by definition
structure independent. Hence we must be able to deal with
constraints in arbitrary structures in a uniform way. In
order to do this the interface logic programming system
abstracts all the constraint information out of a program in
the following way. Any constraints appearing in the body
of a clause are surrounded by braces. For example:

3.2 Warren Abstract Machine
The Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) is a highperformance PROLOG processor which forms the basis of
our implementation of the ILP engine. The runtime struc
tures are represented using tag and pointer pairs and the
programs are encoded as byte sequences. Our engine does
not include some of the WAM optimisations: temporary
variables and switching instructions, but their inclusion is
orthogonal to our modifications. The architecture of the
WAM will be discussed briefly. Warren gives a more
detailed description in Warren (1983).

cube(A,Acube) —
square(A, Asquare),
{ Acube = A x Asquare }.
square(A, Asquare) —
{ Asquare = A x A }.
All the objects within braces are treated exactly like
PROLOG terms by the engine, and it is only within the
solver that they acquire special interpretations. To make
sense all relation symbols and interpreted functors (e.g.
“=” and “x”) should appear only within braces, since if
they appear outside they are uninterpreted. The only con
nections between solver and engine are the solver varia
bles, that is variables which appear within braces. The
introduction of solver variables modifies the unification
algorithm so it can cause constraints to be sent to the
solver.
3.1 Earlier Work
An earlier version of ILP was produced (Ho, 1987) using a
meta-interpreter written in PROLOG. The interface
between the engine and solver was a set of files containing
the current constraint set and the simplified constraint set.
The methodology used in this implementation differs from
our implementation is one fundamental respect: the main
tenance of constraints is a function of the engine rather
than of the solver. The constraint solver only answers the
question of satisfiability and performs simplification of
systems of constraints. This means that the engine must
keep track of the collected constraint set and is responsible
for correctly undoing the solver’s work on backtracking.
Our implementation places the responsibility for all
manipulation and maintenance of constraints with the
constraint solver. This was done for two main reasons.
First, the engine is forced to represent constraints using
terms whereas the constraint solver can use more efficient
data structures. This is especially important when consid
ering backtracking and incremental solving. Secondly,
large volumes of data have to pass from the engine to the
solver and back again using the earlier methodology. Most

3.2.1 Data Representation in the WAM
The data objects in PROLOG are terms. A term may be a
constant or a structure containing terms. Constants are
pointers to their printname. Structures are represented by
consecutive memory locations with the first location con
taining the structure name. WAM memory locations are
tagged to indicate the type of object contained. There are
four kinds of objects: constant (cons), structure (stru), vari
able (van) and the one new tag required for ILP, solvervariable. We give some examples.

cons

V

a
The constant a. One tagged memory location contain
ing a pointer to the printname a.

cons

cons

stru

''

'’

'

f

a

b

The structure f(a,b). Three consecutive tagged memory
locations. The first contains the constant f.
Variables are pointers to terms. They contain the
address of a term if bound and nil otherwise. Thus if the
variable X and the constant a are unified the variable X will
contain the address of a.
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vari

perform parameter building (put), parameter receiving
(get), structure building (bid), structure unification (uni),
and rule selection (try). In order to delineate variables
which are part of constraints from normal variables, we
have one more instruction (label) which changes the tag of
a variable to solver-variable.

cons

.

''
a

3.3 The Host-Language Interface
HLI was designed to allow easy access to external routines.
These appear in the CLP language as evaluated predi
cates. For flexibility, the number of parameters passed to
an external function may be variable. The programming
interface passes an argument count and a vector of argu
ments. Regardless of how many arguments are passed the
external routine receives a fixed number of parameters.
Other methods of passing a variable number of arguments
e.g. the UNIX varargs interface, were considered. How
ever, this method was chosen because it is simpler and
more portable than the others. The ILP system automati
cally identifies evaluable predicates and constructs the
appropriate parameters to pass to the external routines.
Installation of new external routines is simple. An HLI
library call is made to install each routine. Two functions
are required. One is invoked when the predicate is called
and the other is invoked when backtracking past the call.
Once the routines are installed, the ILP compiler will
automatically recognise all references to them and gener
ate the correct calls.
Internal inference engine operations and variables are
not available and the only connections external routines
have are the variables passed through the interface. Exter
nal routines are called at the appropriate time by the
engine through the interface. Variables bound by evalua
ble predicates are unbound by the engine during
backtracking.

The variable X is represented by one tagged memory
location containing a pointer to a term containing a pointer
to the printname a.
Solver-variables are variables that have been sent to the
solver. The engine is not allowed to instantiate these varia
bles since they have a representation in the solver. How
ever the solver may assign values to these variables, which
are unavailable to the engine. If temporary variable optim
isations are used, solver variables may not be temporary
variables.
Structures are bound to variables in the same way. The
WAM uses structure copying to construct complex terms.
This means that multiple copies of any structure are built
on the heap as required, as opposed to sharing a single
copy.
Finally, all occurrences of the same constant are poin
ters to the same printname record. Equality of constants
may then be checked by comparing pointers. However,
determining the equality of structures requires the testing
of the individual subfields. This happens because structure
copying may produce more than one instance of a particu
lar term. The unification algorithm, modified by the inclu
sion of the solver-variable tag, is as follows.
wifi

constant

structure

variable

solver-variable

constant
structure
variable
solver-variable

compare pointers
fall
bind
send to solver

rail
compare names, unify subterms
bind
send to solver

bind
bind
bind
bind v—*sv

send to solver
send to solver
bind v—«v
send to solver

3.2.2 Architecture of the WAM
There are five data areas in the WAM. These are the code
area, heap, stack, trail and a push-down list. The code area
contains the WAM bytecode instructions. Structures are
allocated on the heap. The stack contains environments
and choice points. Variables bound during unification
have their addresses pushed onto the trail. This enables the
engine to perform the appropriate unbindings when back
tracking. The push-down list is used during structure
unification.
The WAM has nine special registers and a register file.
The special registers are the program pointer (P), S regis
ter, continuation program pointer (CP), last environment
pointer (E), last choice point pointer (B), top of stack (A),
top of trail (TR), top of heap (H), and machine status
register (MSR). The register file is used for parameter
passing.
There are five groups of basic WAM instructions. They

3.4 The ILP Compiler
As the primary motivation for ILP is the quick creation of
the various instances of the CLP scheme, readability and
ease of modification of the compiler source is of great
importance. This has been achieved by writing the com
piler as an executable definition (Warren, 1980; Pereira
and Warren, 1980; Lim, 1987). The syntax has been des
cribed using a definite clause grammar. Mapping between
the syntactic elements and the semantics of the language is
accomplished by the production of a linearised annotated
parse tree. The code generator is a machine description
with constraints (Glanville and Graham, 1978; Aigrain et
al., 1984). It describes the WAM by listing all the available
instructions, and their properties, in an ordered sequence.
Substrings in the linearised parse tree matching patterns in
the machine description are extracted, and the instructions
produced. As the code generator always matches the long
est sub-strings possible, some kinds of optimisation are
automatically performed.
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The ILP compiler is thirty-seven clauses long and com
piles into five hundred and twenty-nine WAM instruc
tions. The image occupies just over one kilobyte of
memory. On a Pyramid Px-98X the compiler takes seven
seconds of real time to compile itself.
The ILP compiler was bootstrapped as a WAM
assembler program. It is a hybrid system having its parser
and code generator written in PROLOG and the lexical
analyser and symbol table routines written in C. The C
source for the compiler is nine hundred and seventy-four
lines long and is contained in two source files having a total
size of twenty-one kilobytes. The various parts of the
compiler communicate via the host-language interface.
4. CONSTRAINT LOGIC PROGRAMMING IN
BOOLEAN ALGEBRA
Our choice of domain for implementing within the ILP
system, Boolean algebra, principally results from the inter
esting applications discussed with respect to the language
ProBoole in Morishita et al. (1987). ProBoole is a logic
programming language involving filter Boolean algebras,
and it falls within the CLP scheme. Indeed three open
problems1 at the conclusion of the paper (Morishita et al.,
1987) are trivially answered by the CLP scheme seman
tics. Our language CLP(B) differs somewhat from Pro
Boole since it requires for each program a particular filter
Boolean algebra, while CLP(B) simply uses the natural
free Boolean algebra generated by the program. It is sim
ple to show that both structures are solution compact since
each element is finitely representable, and hence the com
plement of any constraint c can be defined by the family of
constraints cd defining each element d not in c. The filter
Boolean algebra gives advantages in the simplicity of
representation of answer constraints, while the free Boo
lean algebra approach makes the program and solver
more independent. We discuss the implementation of our
solver and then give two example programs, taken from
Morishita et al. (1987) to illustrate default and hypotheti
cal reasoning.
4.1 Implementation of the Solver
The Boolean algebra solver principally works by placing
all its input in disjunctive normal form, and maintaining
the current collection of constraints in disjunctive normal
form (called the current solved term).
The relations that have special interpretations within the
solver are: true, false, and, or, not, xortexclusive-or),
(/np(implies), egw(equivalence). Propositional variables
1. “• (least B-valued model) Is there any canonical B-valued model that
can be the least lower bound of all B-valued models?
• (least fixpoint semantics) Is there the least fixedpoint semantics that
can capture the canonical B-valued model?
• (soundness and completeness of the enhanced SLD-resolution) Is
the enhanced SLD-resolution the sound and complete computation
mechanism to compute the elements of the canonical B-valued
model?” (Morishita, 1987).

within the solver are solver-variables or ground terms2* {not
•
including the above relation symbols). Constraints arising
from unification always have the form equ(X,Y) where X
and Y are the “unifying” propositional variables, while
constraints arising in braces are just the terms themselves.
The first stage of solving is to convert the input terms
into and-or trees with propositional variables or their
negations as leaves. This entails expanding xor, imp and
equ into and-or forms and pushing negation to the leaves.
Routines are provided in the ILP system for manipulating
the raw terms. Next the and-or tree is converted to disjunc
tive normal form. The converted term is now conjoined
with the current solved term. If the resulting solved term is
not false then the constraints are solvable. A result code is
sent to engine. If it is unsolvable the engine backtracks.
The solver must be able to backtrack to earlier states.
Hence the current solved term stores time stamp informa
tion for each literal. Conjoining a new constraint to the
current solved term modifies a fundamental conjunction
by either adding new literals or later time stamp to the
conjunct, or deleting the conjunct altogether. By storing
the deleted conjuncts, we can backtrack to any point in
time by restoring conjuncts saved since the restore time
and then deleting literals with time stamps later than the
restore time. The ease of backtracking is one of the advan
tages of a disjunctive normal form based solver.
4.2 Default Reasoning
Defaults are formulated by adding conditions to mean “if
no abnormal condition occurs, then ... (default)”. For
example the following clause
flies(X) — { not(abnormal(X)) }, bird(X).
is read as “a bird flies unless some abnormal condition
holds”. The following program from Morishita et al.
(1987) gives an example of default reasoning.
flies(X) —
{not(abnormal(X))},
bird(X).
bird(X) penguin(X),
{ abnormal(X)}.
penguin(morris).
bird(sally).
The goal flies(sally) succeeds with answer constraint
not(abnormal(sally)). The goal flies(morris) fails since
abnormal(morris) and not(abnommal(morris)) are
inconsistent.
4.3 Hypothetical Reasoning
Hypothetical reasoning is a mechanism to determine pos
sible hypotheses that can explain some given observation.
2. A full solver would allow non-ground terms but it requires that we
check when we unify X and Y, that non-ground propositional varia
bles, for example, well(X) and well(Y) are also identified.
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table(and,0,0,0).
table(and,0,1,0).
table(and, 1,0,0).
table(and, 1,1,1).

If R is a set of facts and rules, O is a given observation, then
hypothetical reasoning systems attempt to find a set of
hypotheses H such that
H ^ R |= O.
The problem of hypothetical reasoning is how to select
suitable hypotheses H and test their satisfiability. CLP(B)
constructs hypotheses in the universe of a free Boolean alge
bra (following the technique of ProBoole). An observation
O is treated as a CLP(B) goal and the set of facts and rules
R are written as CLP(B) clauses. Every successful CLP(B)
derivation for a goal — 0, results in an answer constraint H
which is a valid supporting hypothesis for the observation.
The example below performs a diagnosis of faults in a
digital logic circuit, a “full-adder” (see diagram). The
diagnosis proceeds by observing some input-output rela
tions for the circuit and then finding appropriate faults to
satisfy the observations.

table(or,0,0,0).
table(or, 1,0,1).
table(or,0,1,1).
table(or, 1,1,1).
table(xor,0,0,0).
table(xor, 1,0,1).
table(xor,0,1,1).
table(xor, 1,1,0).
The observation — adder(0, 1, 0, ft ft) treated as a goal
succeeds with answer constraint
stuckatO(xl)

ok(al) /v ok(x2) /\ ok(a2) /\ ok(ol)

(this is with all negative information omitted e.g.
not(ok(xl))). There are 51 other successful derivations
returning different hypotheses. The situation becomes
more interesting when we give two observations together.
— adder(0, 1, ft 0, ft), adder(l, 1, l, 1, 1)
succeeds in two ways giving the hypotheses

Figure 1. Full-adder circuit.

The CLP(B) program below specifies the workings of a
full-adder. The key clause for the hypothetical reasoning is
thegate clause which gives three choices for each gate, (a)
they are working properly (table gives their input-output
relations), (b) they are stuck at output zero (low) or (c) they
are stuck at output one (high). Since the three states are
mutually exclusive we must make sure no two can occur
together hence the three part constraint in each of the gate
clauses. In ProBoole this information is maintained in the
filter Boolean algebra, which means the ProBoole program
only requires the positive information in the clause, e.g.
ok(Id) instead of and(ok(Id), and(not(stuckatO(Id)),
not(stuckatI(ld)))).
adder(Inl, In2, In3, Outl, Out2) *gate(xl, xor, Ini, In2, XI),
gate(al, and, Ini, In2, Al),
gate(x2, xor, XI, In3, Outl),
gate(a2, and, In3, XI, A2),
gate(ol, or, Al, A2, Out2).
gate(Id, Type, Ini, In2, N) —
{and(ok(Id), and( not(stuckatO(Id)),
not(stuckatl(Id))))},
table(Type, In2, N).
gate(Id, Type, Ini, In2, 0) —
{and(stuckatO(Id), and( not(ok(Id)),
not(stuckatl(Id))))}.
gate(Id, Type, Ini, In2, 1) —
{and(stuckatl(Id), and( not(ok(Id)),
not(stuckatO(Id))))}.

stuckatO(xl) /\ ok(al) /\ ok(x2) /\ ok(a2) /\ ok(ol)
stuckatO(xl) /\ ok(al)
ok(x2) /\ stuckat0(a2) /\
ok(ol)
Determining all solutions to the above goal takes 30
seconds on an IBM PC-AT.
After getting two observations we can determine how
the circuit works on other inputs, for example,
- adder(0, 1, ft ft ft), adder(l, 1, 1, 1, 1),
adder(0, ft ft Outl, Out2)
gives two possible answer constraints
stuckatO(xl) ok(al) /\ ok(x2) /x ok(a2) ok(ol) /\
Out 1 = 0 /\ Out 2 = 0
stuckat0(x 1) /\ ok(a 1) /\ ok(x2) /\ stuckat0(a2) /\ ok(o 1)
/s Outl = 0 /s Out2 = 0
5. CONCLUSION
We have presented a system which may be used to con
struct instances of the CLP scheme quickly. As an example
we have implemented a CLP language in the domain of
uninterpreted functors over a free Boolean algebra,
CLP(B). In comparison with CLP systems which are cus
tom built for a particular domain ILP is better structured,
more modular and hence more easily maintained.
Although custom built systems will be faster than instan
ces constructed using ILP, at this stage it does not appear
that ILP instances will be unreasonably slower.
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Statistical databases are databases in which only statistical
type of queries are allowed The results of the statistical
queries are intended for statistical use only. However, it
has been shown that using only statistical queries it is often
possible to infer an individual’s value of a protected field
(e.g., using various types of trackers). In such a case we
say that the database has been (positively) compromised.
Various types of compromise have been studied but until
now attention has centred on the inference of exact infor
mation from permitted queries. In this paper we introduce
a new type of compromise, the ‘relative’ compromise: a set
of records is relatively compromised with respect to afield
X if the relative order of magnitude of the X-values of the
set is known. This paper shows that even when exact
information is protected, relative information may be
accessible. We consider several sets of conditions under
which this compromise can occur using SUM type of quer
ies offixed query set size, as well as some of the possible
consequences of relative compromise.
Keywords and Phrases: Database inference, statistical
database, SUM queries, compromise of statistical data
bases, relative compromise.
CR Categories: H.3.3, H.3.5.

INTRODUCTION
A database D is a finite set of N records (or tuples) in which
each record has a finite number of fields (or attributes). For
the purpose of this study we shall assume that one of these
fields or attributes, say X, is to be kept secret for all records
i in the database. Furthermore, we assume that the ele
ments Xj e X are real numbers.
A statistical database is a database in which only statis
tical types of queries are allowed, such as COUNT, SUM,
AVG, MIN, MAX. Such a query q(S; X) operates on the
values of the attribute X of a subset S (called the query set)
of the database. The query set is selected by a characteris
tic formula. For a more detailed explanation of the terms
used here refer to Denning (1982), Chapter 6. We shall not
exclude the possibility of using key values in the character
istic formula. For simplicity we identify both a characteris
tic formula and its corresponding query set by the same
symbol; and we shall write q(S) instead of q(S\ X) when X
is understood.
A statistical database is to be used for statistical pur
poses only and the X-values of the individual records are to
be protected from disclosure. If a disclosure of a X-value of
any of the individual records occurs we say that the data
base has been compromised. Various types of compromise
have been defined (Davida, et al., 1978; Denning, 1982;
Dobkin, et al., 1979), for example:
Definition 1: A database is said to be positively com
promised, or simply compromised, if one or more individu
als can have their X-values associated with them.
Definition 2: A database is negatively compromised if it
is known that some particular value is not the X-value of a
particular individual.
Definition 3: If all individual records in a subset S of a
database D can be compromised we say that the subset S is
completely compromised.
In the absence of any restrictions on the queries a
statistical database can be compromised simply by mak
ing the query SUM (S) where S is a characteristic formula
that uniquely identifies some individual i. Alternatively,
we could deduce the value of*, from SUM (D) — SUM (D
— S). It is therefore obvious that to protect the field X we
need to place some restrictions on the allowed queries. To
prevent the above compromise we restrict the query set
size k=| S| to be within the range [2,/V — 1 ], and taking into
account possible supplementary knowledge of say n — 1
individuals, we further restrict k to
n<k<N — n

Copyright © 1989, Australian Computer Society Inc. General permission
to republish, but not for profit, all or part of this material is granted,
provided that the ACJ’s copyright notice is given and that reference is
made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to the fact that
reprinting privileges were granted by permission of the Australian
Computer Society Inc.

This paper was presented at the Twelfth Australian Computer Science
Conference at the University of Wollongong, NSW, 8-10 February 1989.

(*)

Since this restriction is necessary (although not sufficient)
to prevent compromise we shall assume it from now on.
Relative Compromise
It was shown (Denning, 1982) that even for k restricted to
being close to the value of j it is possible to compromise a
database using the techniques of individual, general, dou-
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ble and union trackers. These techniques rest on:
(a) the ability to ask queries whose query sets overlap
and/or on
(b) the ability to ask queries of variable query set size
(within our general constraint (*)) and/or on
(c) the ability to ask the number of queries needed to
make the inferences.
(a) We say that the overlap of a set of queries is k if any
two queries of the set have at most k individuals in com
mon and some two queries have exactly k individuals in
common. If we restrict the overlap k to k = 0 then com
promise using trackers is not possible. However, such a
database would not be very useful.
(b) On the other hand, if query set size k were constant
then compromise is still possible (by exploiting the overlap
for MIN or MAX queries with cleverly chosen query sets;
or by solving a system of linear equations for SUM or AVG
queries) even with the smallest possible overlap k = 1 as
long as there is no restriction on the number of queries
allowed concerning the individuals involved in the
queries1.
(c) Thus another possible approach is to restrict the
number of queries allowed. Using this method it was found
that (positive) compromise can be prevented. In particular,
Davida et al. (1978) found that it is not possible to com
promise a database by asking M queries, each of size k,
concerning N individuals, if no two queries overlap in
more than one position and if
fc<£+N/d)2 + 4(A-£)

database using only SUM queries of fixed query set size k
always involves the construction of some l linearly inde
pendent queries concerning l individuals. Such a set of
queries can be expressed as a system of / linearly inde
pendent equations in l unknowns. Solving these equations
leads to a complete compromise of the / individuals. To
prevent this compromise we could restrict the number of
queries allowed so that in any system of equations derived
from the queries there would always be at least one more
unknown than the number of equations. This control could
be implemented either in a static or a dynamic way. We
shall now consider such a system where we allow SUM
queries as long as no subset of all queries asked could be
written as a system of / linearly independent equations on /
unknowns. We shall show that even this restriction does
not prevent a new type of compromise, the “relative
compromise”.
Definition 4: A subset S (|S| > 1) of a database is
relatively compromised if the relative order of magnitude of
the individuals in the subset is known.
Theorem 1: Let 5 be a subset of a database, 15| = k + 1.
Then a subset of k individuals of S can be relatively com
promised using only k SUM queries with fixed query set
size k.
Proof: Construct queries that can be written as the
following system of k equations in k + 1 unknowns.
x2+x3 + ...+xk + xk+l = q,
xt + x3*...*xk + xk+l = q2
x\ + x2 + • • -*xk— 1 + xk+l ~ dk

On the other hand, Dobkin, Jones and Lipton (1979)
studied the function M= S(N,k,kl), where Mis the smallest
number of SUM queries that suffices to compromise the
database, k is the query set size (fixed), k is the query set
overlap, and Z is the number of X-values known a priori
to the user. They found that:
N>k2 — k+ 1
(a) S(N,k, 1,0) < 2k — 1,
N> (k — l)2 + 2
(b) S(N,k,\,\)<2k— 2,
N > krk + 2a
(c) S{N,k,k + aX2a — 1) < 2k,
N’>kk2
(d) S(N’,kk,k,k — 1) < S(N,k,l,0),
They also showed that compromise is impossible if

That is, in this case S(N,k,k,0) =
Taking into account possible supplementary knowl
edge of / individuals, then Dobkin, Jones and Lipton
(1979) showed that S(N,k,k,l) = °o, that is, compromise is
not possible if
.. A2 —__
(l+ l)2 +__
k + l+l
N<

that is,
AY= Q
where

A-

-0111
10 11
110 1

L1

1

1

1

...

1
1
1

11
1

0

1J

and Yt=(x6jc2, ...,xk+1).
Let Xt+1 be the column vector'with entries all equal to
xk+i and let X be the column vectQr with entries xxjc2,..., xk.
Then
Cj-dx~q-xm
where J is the k x k unit matrix and / is the kxk identity
matrix.
Then
X = (^ J-D(Q-Xm)

Q*~ *31^1

In this paper we consider the restriction on the number
of queries for SUM type of queries. The compromise of a

Thus Xijc2,..., xk can be expressed in terms ofxk+] as
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x2 + x3 + ... + xk + xk+l + ... + x*+1= q{
X\ + x3 + ... +xk + xk+l + ... + xM= q2

*
1
*2 = q* — *iri xkH

At =

x, + x2 + ... + xk_i + xk+i + ... + xM= qk

qf — j~iXk+l

This can be written as

¥

Knowing q* we can find the relative order of magnitude of
the elements jc,^c2. xk (it will be the same as the relative
order of magnitude of the corresponding qf values).

cj-dx = q-xm

where X is the column vector with entries xlr>c2,... xk and
Xk+l is the column vector with entries all equal to xk+l + xk+2
+ ... + xk+l.
Then

Example
Suppose we make three queries about four individuals
with the following results

x-(*T7i j-m-x^

x2+ x3+ x4= 1050
x, + x3 + x4= 70
and so

x, +x2 + x4= 1020

*i = qi* — £zr<Xt+i + - + xkj

Then
.Xf ” 20

—~2

x4

x2 =

q*_ -^(xm +

...

+ xw)

x2 = 1000 —jx4
xk = qk — ]t=T<Ahi + - + Aw)

x3 ~50 — ~r x4

Since we know the values qf we can find the relative
order of magnitude of the elements X|,x2,..., xk.

and so x, < x3 < x2.
Note that in some situations a relative compromise with
supplementary knowledge could lead to a more serious
compromise of the database. Consider for example the
situation when it is known that xt are all nonegative and
that any individual with x; > 900 has AIDS while any
individual with x,- <100 does not have AIDS.
Then we could infer from the above example that:

Example
Consider a set of six individuals and suppose we ask four
queries revealing the following SUMs.
x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 = 1330
x, + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 = 1080

0 < x4 < 40

X] + x2 + x4 + x5 + x6 = 1360

0 <x; < 20

x, + x2 + x3 + x5 + x6 = 380

980 <x2< 1000

Then

30<xj<50
and hence that the individual corresponding to x2 must
have AIDS while none of the other individuals involved in
the queries have AIDS.
Note also that we know rather more than just the order
of the X-values, in fact, we know the differences x, — Xj
(= qf — qp of any two of them. Hence knowing one of the
values (if for example the user could plant his/her own Xvalue into the queries) would result in the complete
compromise of all the individuals involved in the queries.
The next theorem shows that relative compromise is
possible even if we further restrict the number of queries
allowed.
Theorem 2: Let S be a subset of a database, | S| = k+l
Then a subset of k individuals of S can be relatively com
promised using only k SUM queries with fixed query set
size k
Proof: Construct queries that can be written as the
following system of k equations on k+l unknowns.

Xj = -j- — j (*s + X&)

x2 = ^

3 (X5 + X6)

x3 = "J" — 2 C*5 + x6)
x4 =

j- — 3 (X; + Xg)

and so we deduce that x3 < xx < x2 < x4.
So far we have considered only the case of relative
compromise of queries of fixed query set size k with over
lap k — 1. Let us now consider a more general situationwhen the overlap k is not necessarily equal to k — 1.
Firstly, we shall consider the case of m linearly independ
ent queries concerning /(> m) individuals, with query set
size k and overlap k>l—m. In this case we can make use
of known results (e.g. Davida, 1978) of (complete) com
promise using m SUM queries concerning m individuals,
with query set size k — l and overlap X — L
Theorem 3: Let S be a subset of a database, |5| = L If
m«l) SUM queries with fixed query set size k* and over-
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lap X* lead to the complete compromise of m individuals
then a subset of m individuals of 5 can be relatively com
promised using only m SUM queries of query set size k = k*
+ l — m with overlap X = X* + / — m.
Proof: (i) k > / — m.
Suppose m individuals of S can be compromised using m
SUM queries of query set size k* with overlap k*. Let these
m queries be written as a system of m linearly independent
equations
AX = Q
where Aisa.nmxm query matrix, Q is a column vector (qu
q2,..., q,„) and X is a column vector (x,, x2,..., xm).
Then since A is a nonsingular matrix with constant
rowsum k*, it has an inverse whose rowsum is constant and
equal to
Now, we can construct queries corresponding to the
following equations.
AX + Y = Q’

(1)

where Y is a column vector whose entries are all equal to
xm+1 + — + Xm*\—\*This can be written as
A’X’=Q’

(2)

where A ’=A + B and X’ is the concatenated vector of Zand
Y.
Clearly, (2) corresponds to m SUM queries of query set
size k = k* + k — k* concerning m + k — A* individuals,
with overlap k.
Now we can solve (1) for xb x2..., x,„ as

A-

Hence the order of magnitude of x,, x2..., x„, is the same as
the order of magnitude of the entries in A-2Q\
(ii) k = l — m.
Then we can use the m x m identity matrix / in place of A
and the proof is essentially the same as for Case (i).

1
1 0 0 0
0 1110
0 0 0 1 1
10 0 10
0 1 0 0 1
0 0
1 0 0
1 0
1 0 1

0-j
0
0
1
1
1
0-J

If qx = 500, q3 = 140,q4 = 250,qs = 270,q6 = 140,q-, = 230
then x, = 100yC2 = 200^4 = 0, x5 = 10, x6 = 30, x7 = 40.
We shall use the matrix A to form seven queries about nine
individuals as follows. Let X be the column vector
and let Y be the column vector with
entries all equal tox8 +x9. Then we can construct the SUM
queries corresponding to
AX+ Y= Q'
Then X =A~~'Q’- 1C*8 + x9) where
2 — 1 --1
r 2 —1
2 --1
2 -1 — 1
2
2
2 —1 — 1
-1
2 —1 —1 —1
2 --1
—1
2
2
2
—
1
2
—1 — 1
L— 1 —1 — 1
2
2

2 —:i-.
—1
2
—1 — 1
2
2
—1 — 1
2
—1
2 — 1J

Suppose the responses to the SUM queries were
550,260,190,300,320,190,280. Then we can express
W teilTlS Of Xg + Xg aS
r =M

xl

X2 '

X-A-'Q’-1Y

i- 1
0
1
0
0
1
L0

X3--

6

3 (Xg + X9)

1300

- \ (Xg + x9)

6
1300

6

- \ (Xg + x9)
\ (xs + *9)

X4--

X5 '

1

160

6

; (x8 + x9)

Xg - g — 3 (*8 + -*9)
Example
Complete compromise is possible by asking the following
seven queries about seven individuals of a database (X* =
1, k* = 3).
x, + x2 + x3 = q i
x3 + x4 + x5 = q2
x, + x5 + x6 = q3
x2 + x5 + x7 = qA
x3 + x6 + x7 = qs
x, + x4 + x7 = q6
x2 + x4 + x6 = q-j
We can write this as
AX=Q
where the query matrix

X1

340

6

; (*8 + ^9)

and so x4 < x5 < x6 < x7 < X! < x2 < = x3.
Note that the relative compromise of Theorem 3 is only
possible for overlap X > l — m or, equivalently, for thenumber of queries m > l — X. Thus there is a trade off
between the number of queries and the overlap.
If we allow m queries about m + 1 individuals and m is
such that the block design (m +1, k, X) (Street, 1977) exists
then it is possible to get relative compromise given the
overlap X(>0) and fixed query set size K. However, in this
case we obtain two disjoint sets of relatively compromised
individuals.
Theorem 4: Let S be a subset of a database where |S| =
m + 1. If the block design (m + 1, k, X) exists then a subset of
S can be relatively compromised using m SUM queries
with overlap X and query set size k.
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0
1 0 0 0
1 -1
10 10 0 0
110 10 0
0 110 10
0 0 110 1
0 0 0 1 1 0
1
0 0 0 1
1J

r1

Proof: If m, k and k are such that the block design(m + 1,
k, k) exists then we can use for the query matrix the first m
rows of the incidence matrix, D, of the design. For the sake
of our calculations we assume that the m + 1 st row was also
used and that the answer was some unknown constant, say
C.
Thus

1
0
0
0
1
L0

DX=Q
The inverse of D is

where XT = (xlyx2,..., xmxm+l) and QT = (quq2, ..., qm, Q,
where C is not known. Since D is the incidence of an (m + 1,
k,k) design it satisfies

2

1
2
1
1
1
2

DJ = kJ
DDT - (k — k)I + kJ
and
Hence
and so xhx2 ..., xm, xm+1 can be expressed in terms of the
unknown C,
X = D~'Q _ 6\

Xi = qf— qC
where c, takes on two different values, say c, and c2. Now
we can compare all the x, with the corresponding c, value
equal to c, and find their relative order of magnitude.
Similarly, we can also order the elements x, where the
corresponding value of c, is c2.
Example
Suppose we were allowed to make the 6 SUM queries
about 7 individuals which correspond to the following set
of 6 linearly independent equations in 7 unknowns
x, + x3 + x7 = 1300
x, +x2 + x4= 230
x2 + x3 + x5 = 1010
x3 + x4 + x6= 1030
x4 + x5 + x7= 120
x, +x5 + x6 = 210
The query matrix of these 6 queries corresponds to the first
6 rows of the 7 x 7 incidence matrix D of the (7,3,1) block
design. Suppose we asked the query corresponding to the
last row of the matrix D and the system refused to answer
that query. That is, we have
x2 + x6 + x7=C
where C is unknown. Then the system of equations can be
written as
DX = Q
where
XT = (x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7), QT = (1300,230,1010,
1030,120,210,0 and

2
2
-1
2
-1
-1
-1

—1 — 1
2 —1
2
2
—1
2
2 —1
—1
2
—1 —1

—1
—1
—1

2
2
—1
2

2

—1
—1
—1

2
2
—1

— i -|

2
—1
—1
—1

2
2J

1320 — c1
180 + 2 C
6120 -C
240-- c
120--c
180 + 2C

Thus we can calculate the values ofx1?x2,x3,x4,X5,x6 andx7
in terms of C and since C appears with only two different
coefficients we can find the relative order of magnitude of
two subsets of the 7 unknowns, namely
x5 < x4 < x, < x3 and x2 = x6 < x7.
Note that if in the above example the sixth query were also
disallowed so that the result of that query was unknown,
say C\ then we could still get some relative compromise. In
particular, we could compare x, with x5; x7 and x3 with x4.
This is easily seen by inspecting the last two columns of the
inverse matrix D~l.
In general, using the incidence matrix of a block design
(m + 1 ,k, k) for a query matrix we can guarantee to get
some relative compromise whenever m + 1 — n queries
about m + 1 individuals (with constant query set size k and
overlap k) are allowed provided m + 1 > 2".
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described the idea of relative com
promise of statistical databases and some conditions under
which it can occur using SUM type of queries. We also
showed that in some cases relative compromise with sup
plementary knowledge can lead to a more serious com
promise of a database. It remains an open problem to find
the general conditions (in terms of the number of records in
a database, query set size, query overlap and the minimum
number of queries needed) under which relative comprom
ise can occur.
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The Z specification language can be used to capture
liveness properties of state transition systems such as those
used to specify communications protocols. The specifica
tion of such systems involve temporal concepts such as
“eventually" and “always”. In this paper we extend stand
ard Z to include the temporal logic operators so as to pro
vide a powerful notation for discussing the liveness of state
transition systems. By way of an illustration of the ideas
involved, we look at a state transition model for an alter
nating bit protocol, and compare the specifications of live
ness in standard Z and Z enhanced with the temporal
logic notation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Duke et al. (1988a,b) the Z specification language
(Morgan and Sufrin, 1984; Holm Sorensen, 1982) was
used to model communications protocols as event-driven
(Shankar and Lam, 1987) state transition systems (Sun
shine et al., 1982). The Z language, developed at the
Programming Research Group of Oxford University from
the work of Abrial et al. (1980), is a general purpose
notation for formal specifications based upon set theory
and predicate logic. Within the Z framework it is possible
to analyse properties of communications protocols, and in
particular, liveness properties such as fairness and
progress.
In this paper we incorporate the special operators of
temporal logic so as to enhance the power of Z when
discussing such liveness issues.
We begin by giving a brief introduction to the temporal
logic notation. Then we consider a Z specification of an
alternating bit protocol and as a comparison discuss live
ness both in standard Z and Z enhanced with the temporal
logic notation.
We shall assume a familiarity with Z; readers not so
familiar may wish to consult Duke and Rose (1988c) or
Hayes (1987).
2. BACKGROUND TO TEMPORAL LOGIC
We give a brief and informal review of just the relevant
ideas of temporal logic. For a more comprehensive treat
ment see Kroger (1987) or Moszkowski (1986).
2.1 Syntax
The syntax of temporal logic is the same as for ordinary
predicate logic, except that there are two additional tem
poral operators, O (next) and □ (always). (Other temporal
logic operators exist but can be defined in terms of these
two.)
If e is an expression, Qe is an expression.
If w is a formula, Ovv and Dvv are formulas.
2.2 Semantics
We give a brief introduction to the semantics of temporal
logic based upon the treatment of Moszkowski (1986),
where the reader will find full details.
Suppose V is a set of variables and D some universal
data domain which includes {truefabe} as a subset. A state
is an assignment s : V — D of values to variables. An
interval is a finite or infinite sequence of states.
If/is a k-place function, it has an interpretation M(/) as
a function D* -* D. In particular, ifp is a k-place predicate,
its interpretation is M(p): Z> — {true, fabe}. The standard
interpretation of the usual logical operators, as well as the
usual arithmetic operations, is understood.
Now suppose I=<sh s2, ...> is an interval. We wish to give
an interpretation M, of expressions, formulas, etc, with
respect to I. For each i: dom I define
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7; ^

Si+U ...>.

Then every expression and formula can be given an
interpretation as follows:
1. M/v) = s,(v), for each v e V.
2. MX/(e„ ek)) = M(/)(M/e,),M/e*)) where/is a
L-place function or predicate symbol.
3. MXO) = M/2(e) if # 7 ^ 2 and e is an expression;
otherwise Oe is unspecified.
4. M/Ow)= true <=>#7^2^ M,2(w) = true, where w is a
formula.
5. M/Dw) = true Vi: dom 7 • M/(w) = true.

The four system components identified here can all be
realised in our model as state schemas.
The transmitter, Trans, consists of a sequence Msgsln of
messages accepted from the environment for tagging and
transmission, a buffer bufwhich is either empty or contains
a tagged message that has been transmitted but not yet
acknowledged, and serial denoting the tag of the last mes
sage transmitted.
The receiver, Rec, consists of the sequence MsgsOut of
messages received and output to the environment, and
exptag denoting the tag of the next message the receiver is
expecting to output.

2.3 Derived Operators
There are several temporal operators that can be derived
from O a°d □ but we shall consider only O (eventually).
This operator can be derived from □ as follows:

Trans________________________
Msgsln : seq MSG
bnf: seq TaggedMSG
serial: Tag
buf

Ow ^ —i □—i w.
This “eventually” operator has the interpetation:
M/Ovv) = true <=> 3 i: dom 7 • M, (vv) = true.
Other temporal operators are derived in Kroger (1987)
and Moszkowski (1986).
3. THE ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL
To illustrate the way temporal logic operators can be
incorporated within Z we consider a state transition model
of an alternating bit protocol (Sunshine et al., 1982). The
alternating bit protocol can be used to reliably transfer a
sequence of messages from a transmitter to a receiver
despite possible message loss during transmission.
Let MSG denote the set of all possible messages and
MsgsForTrans : seq MSG the sequence of messages we
wish to transmit. The basic idea of the protocol is that each
message is tagged alternatively with a 0 or 1 before being
first transmitted. It is then periodically retransmitted until
the tag is returned by the receiver as an acknowledgement
of message receipt. We define
Tag a {0,1}
TaggedMSG £ (Tag x MSG)

tagof : TaggedMSG —► Tag where tagof{t, msg) = t
msgof : TaggedMSG —♦ MSG where msgof(t} msg) = msg

3.1 State Schemas
The flow of information between the components of the
system is illustrated in Figure 1.

Trans

AckChan

Figure 1: System Components

() =*► serial = tagof(he&d buf)

The message channel, MsgChan, is a buffer containing
tagged messages that have been transmitted but not yet
received at the destination.
The acknowledgement channel, AckChan, is a buffer
containing tags of messages that have been received and
output to the environment.

r

MsgChan_____________________
msgchan : seq TaggedMSG

ArJeGhna
ackchan : seq Tag

All the state schemas are combined in the schema,
State:
State = Trans A Rec A MtgOian A AckChan.

3.2 Initialisation
Initially, nothing has been accepted for transmission so the
sequences Msgsln, MsgsOut, msgchan and ackchan are all
empty, as is buf. The variable serial is set at 0 and the
variable exptag is set at 1, the tag of the first message
expected at the receiver.
__ Init_________________
State

and the projection functions:

MsgChan

_Rec_____________
MsgsOut: seq MSG
exptag: Tag

Msgsln = MsgsOut =s { )
msgchan — buf = { )
ackchan = { }
serial == 0
exptag r= 1

3.3 Operation Schemas
The operations of the system producing changes to the
state can be specified as operation schemas. We have not
used temporal logic in the operation schemas as it provides
no advantage over the standard before/after notation of Z.
The operation TransMsg. if the buffer is empty and
messages remain to be transmitted, a new message may be
accepted from the environment. This message is tagged,
and the tagged message is placed in the buffer and trans
mitted. As Msgsln records the history of all messages
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accepted for transmission, the message is appended to
Msgsln.
The operation Retrans: if the buffer is not empty, the
tagged message in the buffer may be retransmitted.
_ TransMsg_____________________
A Trans
AMsgChan

~w~=o
Msgsln ^ MsgsForTrans
serial' = 1 — serial
let msg = MsgsForTrans(#MsgsIn *f 1)
Msgsln' = Msgsln * {msg)
buf' = {{serial', msg)}
msgchan' — msgchan buf'

-.Retrans^._______________
s Trans
AMsgChan

0
msgchan' — msgchan ^ buf

The operation RecMsg. if msgchan is not empty and the
tag part of the head of msgchan is exptag, the tagged
message may be removed from msgchan and the message
part output to the environment. As MsgsOut records the
history of all messages received, the message is appended
to MsgsOut.
The operation RejMsg. if msgchan is not empty and the
tag part of the head of msgchan is not exptag, the head of
msgchan may be removed.
—RecMsg___________________
AMsgChan
A Rec
msgchan ^ ( )
exptag ~ tagof{head msgchan)
msgchan' — tail msgchan
MsgsOut' — MsgsOut'”'
{msgof{head msgchan))
exptag’ — 1 — exptag

RejMsg_______________________
AMsgChan
= Rec

3.4 History
Each operation above defines a relation between “before
and after” states of the system. The domain of such a
relation is the set of (before) states in which the operation is
enabled. Define OP QState — State to be the set of relations
corresponding to the above operations. We use the name
of an operation to also refer to the corresponding relation.
For example, if op: OP and sus2: State then s, op_s2 if S/ e
dom op and after applying op to 5, the system is in state .v2.
Notice that a relation is underlined when applied as in infix
operator.
The schema State is extended to include the operation
which will occur next. This operation is nondeterministically selected from those enabled.
xState—................................................................................................... —-----State
nextop : OP
State G dom nextop

A complete history of the system is a sequence of states
starting in an initial state and with consecutive states
related by nextop.
—History______________________________________________________
hist : seq^ xState
Statci G {Init)
Vt : dom hist — {1} • StatCi-incxtopi-iStatcj

msgchan ^ { )
exptag ^ tagof (head msgchan)
msgchan' = tail msgchan

The operation TransAck. the tag of the last message
output to the environment may be transmitted at any time.
The operation RecAck. if ackchan is not empty, the head
of ackchan may be removed. If it is the same as serial the
tagged message in the buffer is deleted.
_ TransAck_____________________.
AAckChan
s Rec

RecAck_____________________ _
ATrans
A AckChan

ackchan' = ackchan ^ (1 — exptag)

ackchan ^ ()
ackchan' s= tail ackchan
head ackchan = serial
buf' = ()
head ackchan ^ serial =3* buf' = buf
Trans'\buf' = Trans\buf

The interpretation of the last conjunct of the predicate
of RecAck is that the variables of Trans, with the exception
of buf, are unaltered.
The operation LosMsg: if msgchan is not empty, a
tagged message may be lost (i.e. removed from msgchan).
Without loss of generality we choose this to be the tagged
message at the head of msgchan.
The operation Lose-Ack: similarly, if ackchan is not
empty, a tag may be lost.
_ LoseMsg_____________
AMsgChan

LoseAck____________
AAckChan

msgchan ^ ()
msgchan' = tail msgchan

ackchan ^ (}
ackchan' ~ tail ackchan

In this last schema, seq„ denotes a finite or infinite
sequence. In fact, the system can never deadlock because
the operation TransAck is always enabled, so we shall
assume throughout this paper that all history sequences are
infinite. Also, we have adopted the abbreviation x, for
list(i)oc and shall use this abbreviation from now on; we
shall see that the use of the temporal logic notation
removes the need for such notational complications.
Indeed, using the temporal logic notation this last schema
can be rewritten as:
—History_______________
hist: seq^ xState
State G
□(Sfafe nextop Q Sia*e)

3.5 Safety
The first step in verifying the correctness of the alternating
bit protocol is to consider safety, i.e., show that messages
are not lost, duplicated or permuted. The requirement for
safety is given by the following theorem, stated here using
the temporal logic notation. A proof can be found in Duke
etal. (1988b).
Theorem
History =4* d(MsgsOut C Msgsln C MsgsForTrans)

Indeed, in Duke et al. (1988b) it is also shown that
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Lemma
History =>
D(buf — { ) =$■ Msgsln = MsgsOut)
D(buf ^ {) A Msgsln = MsgsOut =4* seria/ = 1 — expia#)
□(jtfsjs/n 5^ A/$0sOu£ =4>
Msgsln = MsgsOut(ms^o/(head &«/))
iapo/(liead 6u/) = expfap)

That is, MsgsOut is behind Msgsln by at most the mes
sage in buf. We shall need this lemma to prove progress in
Section 3.7.
3.6 Liveness
The previous subsection considers safety; everything that
the protocol does is correct. However, an implementation
that does nothing would satisfy safety. To guarantee the
delivery of messages we need to consider progress and
other liveness properties. (For a more detailed analysis of
liveness see Duke et al. (1988a).)
Progress is made if messages available for transmission
are eventually received. The schema Progress states that
the sequences Msgsln and MsgsOut may only be extended
and, if at any point not all messages in MsgsForTrans have
been received, subsequently a further message will be
received. (By the safety theorem, this is sufficient to ensure
all of MsgsForTrans is eventually received.)
_Progress______________________________________________ ______
History
Vi: dom hist •
Msgslni C Msgsln^\ A MsgsOuU Q MsgsOuU+i
Vi: dom hist • MsgsOuU C MsgsForTrans =>■
3; : dom hist • j ^ i A MsgsOutj C MsgsOutj+i

Using the temporal logic notation this schema can be
rewritten as:
Progress -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------History
\3(MsgsIn C QMsgsIn A MsgsOut C QMsgsOut)
D(MsgsOut C MsgsForTrans =>• O(MsgsOut C QMsgsOut))

To ensure such progress we need to insist that the
selection between enabled operations is fair. That is, there
does not exist an operation which is continually enabled
without ever occurring. This condition applies to all opera
tions except LoseMsg and LoseAck: we do not want to insist
these operations eventually occur (indeed, we would like
for them never to occur, but cannot guarantee it).
Hence we define the following subset of OP.
RealOP = OP — {LoseMsg, LoseAck}.

The schema FairHistory specifies the fairness constraint.
—FairHistory__________________________________________________ _
History

Using the temporal logic notation this schema can be
rewritten as:
V op : RealOP •
OD(5iaic 6 dom op) => DO(nextop = op)

NoIndefiniteLossMSG_____________________________________________________________ —
History
V im : TaggedMSG •
(3 i: dom hist • Vj : dom hist • j > i =4- head msgehanj ^ tm)
V (Vi: dom hist • 3 j : dom hist •
j ^ : A head msgchanj = im A msgchanj+i = tail msgehanj
A n estopj LoseMsg)

Using the temporal logic notation this schema can be
rewritten as:
_NoIndefiniteLossMsa___________________________________________
History
Vim : TaggedMSG •
OC3(head msgchan ^ tm) V
DO(head msgchan = tm A Qmsgchan = tail msgchan
A nextop ^ LoseMsg)

Also, a similar schema NoIndefiniteLossACK is required
to ensure that acknowledgements are not lost indefinitely.
3.7 Verifying Progress
We now wish to show, using temporal logic, that any
history satisfying the predicates of FairHistory, NolndefiniteLossMSG and NoIndefiniteLossACK satisfies the predicate
of Progress. That is, we wish to show that under the condi
tions of fairness and no indefinite loss, all messages will be
eventually transmitted and received. A proof of this in
standard Z is given in Duke et al. (1988a). As a comparision, we give here a proof using the temporal logic
notation.
Theorem
FairHistory A NoIndefiniteLossusc A NoIndefiniteLossACK =** Progress

Proof:
The first predicate of Progress is clearly true, since all
operations leave Msgsln and MsgsOut unchanged or extend
them.
For the second predicate there are two cases.
(a) Suppose in some state MsgsOut C Msgsln. By the
safety lemma, in such a state
buf *{)
Msgsln — MsgsOut(msgof(head buf))
tagof(hesd buf) — exptag

V op : RealOP •
(3 i: dom hist • V/ : dom hist • j > i =► (State, € dom op)) =4Vi : dom hist • 3 j : dom hist • j > i A nextopj — op

_FairHistory___________________________________________________
History

We also need to ensure a message is not lost indefi
nitely. Either the number of times a particular message is
removed from the message channel is finite or, if infinite,
there does not exist any point beyond which the message is
always lost.
The following schema specifies this constraint.

This holds when a message has been accepted from
the environment and transmitted, but not yet received
at the receiver. We want to show that in some subse
quent state the next message is received, i.e. MsgsOut=
Msgsln.
To do this we assume OD(MsgsOut C Msgsln) and
derive a contradiction. Now
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OO(Msgs0ut C Msgsln)

=$• 00(4«/ f <))

=$• 00(S(a(£ 6 dom Rttrans)
=S- 00(n«(op = Returns) (by FairHistory)
=> DO O (last msgchan = head buf)
=> 00(last msgchan = head in/)

because the operation Retrans appends the tagged
message in bufonto the sequence msgschan. But by the
fairness of the operations RecMsg and RejMsg, any
element of msgchan will eventually reach the head of
msgchan, so
00(last msgchan — head buf)
=> DO(hea.d msgchan = head buf)
U}0(tagof(head msgchan) — exptag) (as iagof(head buf) = exptag)
=4* QO(n«top = RecMsg)
(by NoIndefiniteLossMSG)
=>■ DO O (Msgsln = MsgsOut)
=> QO(MsgsIn — MsgsOut)

which is a contradiction.
(b) Suppose that in some state MsgsOut = Msgsln ¥=
MsgsForTrans. We want to show that in some subse
quent state the operation TmsMsg occurs, for then
MsgsOut C Msgsln and we can appeal to case (a). So
we shall suppose that
OO(MsgsOut — Msgsln ^ MsgsForTrans A nextop ^ TransMsg)

1.

and reach a contradiction. There are two cases to
consider.
Suppose DCfbuf= <>).
Together with the condition OD(nextop # TransMsg)
we can conclude
0O(6u/ = (»

because it is only by performing TransMsg that the
empty buffer can be filled. Now
00(61./ = <»
=> OO(State € dom TransMsg)
=> OO (nextop = TransMsg)
(by FairHistory)

2.

which is a contradiction.
Suppose <>□(buf¥= <>).
Now because OCKMsgsOut = Msgsln), by the safety
lemma we have
00(1 — exptag = serial).

But TransAck is always enabled so by fairness it will
occur from time to time, so

powerful specification notation for considering the live
ness of state transition systems. The schemas that result
from the use of the temporal notation are in general shorter
and easier to read. A proof of satisfactory progress
expressed in temporal notation is also shorter and, we
believe, more readily comprehended.
However, this conciseness and added clarity has to be
offset against the need to master the temporal logic
notation.
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CJO(!ast ackchan = 1 — exptag = serial).

But by fairness of the operation RecAck, any element
of ackchan will eventually reach the head of ackchan,
so
00(laat ackchan = serial)
=$■ DO(head ackchan — serial)
=*• UK>(nextop — RecAck)
(by NoIndefiniteLossACK)

=>aoo(buf = {))
=*DO(6u/ = <))

which is a contradiction.
4. SUMMARY
Combining the notation of temporal logic with Z gives a
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Interpolative
hidden surface
removal method
for polyhedra
M.S. Cottingham
Monash University, Melbourne, Victoria.

All hidden surface removal methods involve sorting
facets into some order. This can be time consuming when
thousands offacets are involved These facets can then be
processed in different ways. They can be rendered in depth
order which requires a lot of drawing time. They can be
subdivided into visible and invisible sub-facets with only
visible parts being rendered which requires less drawing
time but some time is required for subdividing facets. The
image space can be subdivided and the relevant parts of
visible facets drawn in each area, but again subdivision
takes time.
This paper introduces an alternative approach which
increases efficiency by ordering at the object level rather
than at the facet level It assumes that facets are stored in
a data structure that enables adjoining facets to be easily
accessed and uses ‘adjoining coherence’ to deduce active
facets. It utilises interpolation methods for calculating
depth values ofpotentially visible facets.
Keywords and Phrases: hidden surface removal
polyhedral representation.
CR Categories: El, E2,1.3.5,1.3.7, J.6.

1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of removing hidden surfaces is one of the
more difficult tasks (Rogers, 1985) in computer graphics
and many different algorithms exist for doing this. All
involve sorting facets into some order (Sutherland et al.,
1973 and 1974) and differ only in the sorting methods
used and what geometric information is ordered. The
simplest method, called the painter’s algorithm, is to order
by depth and generate facets in depth order. However, to
achieve correct results, any facets intersecting in the object
space have to be subdivided into smaller facets that do not
intersect (Hearn and Baker, 1986). Warnock’s algorithm
(Warnock, 1969) avoids this by recursively subdividing
the image space until each region contains only one visible
facet or is only one pixel in size. Other algorithms use
planar equations and subdivide along the lines of intersec
tion (Warnock, 1969 and Newell et al., 1972). Watkin’s
Spanning Scan-line algorithm orders facets in image space
and subdivides each scan-line into spans according to
where the scan-line intersects with the facets’ edges (Rog
ers, 1985;Newman et al., 1973; Watkins, 1970and Beatty
et al., 1981). The interpolative hidden surface elimination
method introduced in this paper avoids both ordering and
subdivision of facets and uses ‘adjoining coherence’ to
deduce visible facets. The next section explains how this is
achieved.
2. IDENTIFYING FACETS INCIDENT ON A
SCANLINE
One of the drawbacks of the polyhedral representation is
the number of polygonal facets required, especially for
objects with curved surfaces which often require thou
sands of facets for a good approximation. Conventional
hidden surface algorithms order these facets, however
ordering a large number of facets takes time. The
approach introduced in this paper orders at the object level
instead. It does this by computing the smallest bounding
rectangles (in image space) for each object in the scene
(see Figure 1), and uses these to order objects by maximum
y values. These are placed in a linked list called the
ordered object list. Throughout the rendering step nodes
are transferred from the beginning of this ordered object
list to another linked list called the active object list as
scanlines become incident on the tops of associated bound-
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Figure 1. Bounding rectangles enclose each object.
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Figure 2. Active list ordered by x for given scan-line, remains constant
over several scan-lines.

ing rectangles. The active object list is maintained in
increasing order of minimum x values (see Figure 2).
At the start of the rendering step the active object list is
empty and the first node in the ordered object list contains
the object that has its bounding rectangle ‘nearest’ to the
top of the image space. A node is created in the active
object list for this first node and any subsequent nodes that
have their bounding rectangle starting at the same level.
Nodes are transferred into the active object list at the
correct position. In general only a few objects will become
active in any one scan-line. Any objects that become inac
tive are deleted from the list.
The following pseudo-code shows how these lists are
updated at the end of each scan-line:
/* check all active object list nodes are still active */
set current to first node in active list;
while not end of active list do
begin
if current node not active do
remove current node;
set current to next node;
end;
/* check if first node in ordered object list is active */
while first node is active do
begin
transfer first node to active object list maintaining correct order,
delete transferred node, setting first to next node in ordered object list;
end;

The active object list will normally remain constant
over several adjacent scan-lines (see Figure 2). Changes
occur only when a bounding rectangle’s top/bottom
occurs at the current scan-line. All the elements in the
active object list are examined for ‘inactive’ objects. The
above pseudo-code can be made more efficient if the next
scan-line where a deletion will occur is noted, this avoids
repeated (unsuccessful) searches through the active object
list. The first entry of the ordered object list provides the
next scan-line where a transfer to the active object list will
occur.
The active list is maintained throughout the rendering
step and is non-existent afterwards. It is possible for the list
to be completely deleted and re-created several times
throughout this step. This happens whenever scan-lines

containing no active objects occur after the image genera
tion has begun and the ordered list is not empty.
It is assumed that all the information required is stored
in some data structure that enables the identification of
facets adjoining the current facet such as in Baumgart
(1975) or the Compressed Data Structure (Cottingham,
1985 and 1987). A new form of coherence, called ‘adjoin
ing coherence’, is introduced in this paper. Adjoining
coherence assumes that when an edge is encountered the
next facet required will adjoin the current facet.
Adjoining coherence can be used to efficiently compute
the bounding rectangle providing that all the surfaces of
the object are convex. For instance to find the maximum y
value, a facet is chosen at random and adjoining facets
accessed. The first one found with a higher y value is then
chosen and the process repeated. If all adjoining facets
have lower y values, then the chosen facet has the maxi
mum y value which is then used to set the bounds. The
other rectangle bounds are found in a similar way. If there
are concave areas in the object, then tests must be done on
each facet to set the bounding rectangle. Adjoining coher
ence can also be used to determine new active facets by
examining facets adjoining currently active facets.
In the interpolative method introduced in this paper, the
concept of a span is used to determine which objects might
be visible at any particular point on a scan-line. The
bounding rectangles from the active list enable the scan
line to be divided into the spans (or segments) that enable
overlapping objects to be identified. The boundary of a
span is determined by the scan-line/rectangle intersection
points. Each span contains part/whole of one or more
bounding rectangles. No new rectangles become active
within a span and no active rectangles become inactive.
The span is used as a means of fast access to the object(s)
incident within the span.
Unlike the facets dealt with by Watkins’ spanning scan
line algorithm, bounding rectangles have the advantage of
enabling spans to be easily created since minimum and
maximum x and y values are readily available, and the
x-coordinates of the start and finish (i.e. ‘bounding rectan
gle edge’/‘scan-line intersection points’) of each span
remain constant over all the associated scan-lines, remov
ing the need to update the positions of edges intersected, as
is required for general facets. Objects determine the extent
of the spans rather than facets which minimises the
number of spans required. In addition, maintaining the
active object list enables fast identification of potentially
visible objects on any particular segment of a scan-line.
Each pixel within a span is evaluated by accessing the
facet(s) visible within each object associated with the span.
Achieving fast access to visible facets is done with the
aid of paths through the data structures containing the
surface representation of the object. There is one path for
each object in the active object list. A path is a linked list of
nodes, each node containing a pointer to a front-facing
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scan-line. —

Figure 3. Path is created when object becomes active.

facet that is incident on the current scan-line. A path is
created when an object first becomes active (see Figure 3).
Path nodes are maintained in increasing order of the x
values of the first edge intersected.
The initial creation of a path list entails finding the
facet(s) intersected by the current scan-line. Because scan
lines are generated in order, the facet containing the vertex
with the maximum y value is placed in the path list. This
facet has already been identified at the bounding rectangle
step. At any particular time each path node contains the
following information:
pointer to visible facet on scan-line,
the two edges intersected by scan-line,
the two x positions of the edge/scan-line intersection points,
the two depth-values of the edge/scan-line intersection points,
the two intensity values at the edge/scan-line intersection points,
the following increments to reflect differences between two adjacent scan-lines :
the increments in x along the two edges,
the increments in depth along the two edges,
the increments in intensity value along the two edges,
the intensity value at current pixel (or at first edge intersected if not yet active),
the depth value at current pixel (or at first edge intersected if not yet active),
the following increments reflect the difference between two adjacent pixels:
the increment in intensity,
the increment in depth,
the top-most and bottom-most vertices,
the next and previous path nodes in the list

active
primitive
list
first,

Figure 4. Active list with associated path lists.

Each path node exists until the scan-line reaches the
lowest vertex of its associated facet. After an object has
been generated its path list will be empty. The number of
path nodes required is dependent on the number of facets
intersected by a particular scan-line. Lists of active objects
and paths to potentially visible facets are maintained
throughout the rendering step, providing direct access to
facets required (see Figure 4). After each scan-line has
been completely processed the information in the pathlists
is updated to reflect the changes between scan-lines.
A current node in each path is maintained to allow fast
access to potentially visible facets as pixels are processed.
Thus all facets incident on a pixel can be identified by
following all the current node pointers of the path lists of
objects incident in the associated span. The next section
explains how the visible facet can be deduced from these
potentially visible facets.
3. INTERPOLATIVE HIDDEN-SURFACE
ELIMINATION METHOD
The path lists provide direct access to facets intersected by
a particular scan-line. If only one object is associated with
a span the ‘current’ node in its path list provides access to
the only visible facet. The intensity values at the scan
line/edge intersection points are stored with increments
for the difference in intensities between scan-lines and
between pixels, these are required by Gouraud’s smooth
shading algorithm (Gouraud, 1971). If Phong’s smooth
shading algorithm (Phong, 1975) is used, the increments
of the direction cosines of the appropriate surface normals
replace the intensity value increments.
If two objects are associated with a span (i.e. two
bounding rectangles overlap), the ‘nearest’ facet is deter
mined by the depth information that is stored in the path
nodes. The depths (i.e. z-coordinates from the threedimensional definition) at the scan-line/edge intersection
points are stored with their corresponding increments for
the difference in depth along edges between scan-lines and
between pixels. These depth values are deduced for the
current pixel using linear interpolation, in the same way as
Gouraud interpolated intensity values. The intensity
values for hidden facets need not be computed.
Whenever a node is added to the active object list the
span list is updated and a path list created with a node for
each facet incident on the current scan-line. The span list
reduces the hidden surface problem to determining which
object is visible from a selection of the possibly visible
objects in each span of the scan-line. A span node is
created for each non-empty span of the scan-line.
3.1 Comparison with Watkins’ Algorithm
The efficiency of the interpolative method is compared
with Watkins, algorithm because of the similarity of the
concepts used. The following is an outline of the pre
processing step required by Watkins’ algorithm.
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determine the maximum y-value for each facet in the scene,
order facets in decreasing maximum y-values.
for each facet compute and store
- the number of scan-lines-intersected by the facet.
- a list of the facet’s edges.
- the four coefficients of the plane equation (ax + by + cz = d).
- the facet’s rendering attributes.

The interpolative method determines the vertex with
the highest y-value, but then proceeds to order objects
rather than facets. If a sorting algorithm of order Nlog2N
(e.g. quicksort) is used, for a scene containing 50 objects
with an average of 200 facets each, ordering the facets
requires 130K comparison whereas ordering the objects
requires only 0.3 K comparisons. The for loop is replaced
by setting up path nodes. Watkins’ algorithm then con
tinues by processing the prepared data as follows:
for every scan-line do
begin

create/update active facets list by examining ordered facets;
create/update active ^ge list by examining active facets list;
create/update span list maintaining increasing x order,
process active edge list;
end;

The interpolative method updates the active object list
by examining the ordered object list. This requires P com
parisons, where P is one greater than the number of objects
becoming active, which is significantly less work than
updating the active facets and the edge lists. Because the
interpolative method relies on data being stored in a data
structure that enables ‘adjoining coherence’ no edge lists
are required (i.e. edges are implied by vertex information).
Watkins’ uses the concept of a span which is deter
mined by facets. The number of spans required for any
scan-line is dependent on the number of facets incident at
that scan-line and how many of their associated ‘intersec
tion’ lines cross. This could be very large. Finding these
lines requires computing the coefficients of the planar
equations. The interpolative method uses spans in a similar
way but at the object level and traverses path lists to find
potentially visible facets. No planar coefficients are
required. Processing the active adge list is replaced by
updating path nodes.
3.2 Conclusions
The proposed method is an alternative approach to hidden
surface elimination that provides fast access to required
data without having to preprocess a large amount of data

by ordering or subdividing facets. Interpolating depth
values at each pixel eliminates the need for facet subdivi
sion. The major components of Watkins’ Spanning Scan
line Algorithm and the Interpolative method are compared
in the previous section which attempts to evaluate the
work involved in the most time-consuming areas. The
work done so far indicates the interpolative method is a
feasible alternative to existing hidden-surface removal
methods.
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1. THE PCM PROJECT
The aim of the project is to produce an innovative fast
multiprocessor computer system based on the execution of
combinators. The concept requires the design, testing and
implementation of CMOS VLSI chips or chip sets which
can be connected into a network of dedicated links to
decompose and reduce a combinator graph using message
passing.
These multi-processor systems are especially suited for
executing functional programming languages. Recent
research work in this area has led to significant advances
in understanding of implementation in terms of combina
tors and the storage management problem (Peyton Jones,
1987). The Parallel Combinator Machine project utilises
the expertise available at the University of Tasmania in
functional programming languages, parallel computing,
computer architecture and VLSI design.
The project is being undertaken progressively over a
four year span (1988-91), and limited objectives are set for
the initial stages. The first target is to design and build a
single fast machine for graph reduction, which will inter
face with a standard 32-bit PC as coprocessor. The first
machine is called the PCM-1 (Parallel Combinator
Machine Mark 1).
Several earlier pieces of research work led up to this
project. One of these was an investigation of reference
counting as more appropriate than garbage collection for
managing references in a parallel environment. Expe
rience in the design of reference-counting memory man
agement is expected to be one of the by-products of the
research. Support for reference counting is given by
explicit testing, counting, and node-splitting operations in
the PCM-1 (Sale, 1988a; Sale et al., 1988b).
2. OBJECTIVES OF THE PCM-1
The design of the PCM-1 has as its objectives:
— experience in designing combinator execution
architectures;
— experience in designing entire RISC-like processors on
a chip;
— the provision of a research vehicle for testing the trans
lation of RISC concepts to these architectures, storage
management techniques, etc; and
— a flexible machine capable of acting as a focus for
related software, firmware, performance and applica
tion development research.
The PCM-1 is a uniprocessor, and is not explicitly
designed for multi-processor configurations. It reduces
combinator graphs held in the main memory; the combina
tor rewriting rules and the storage management are
implemented in RISC-like microcode. The machine is
flexible enough to implement several styles of combina
tors. The internal architecture permits exploration of the
stack and pointer reversal techniques for traversing the
graph.
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3. VISIBLE ARCHITECTURE
The machine does not execute ‘instructions’ in the conven
tional sense. Its natural mode of execution as viewed by
the external world is to accept a stored graph representing
a functional program and its fixed data, and to act on the
graph by successively identifying subgraphs which can be
reduced (redexes), thereby reducing it to an irreducible
form. In the process, functional side-effects may alter the
world external to the PCM-1 resulting in input or output.
3.1 Node structure
The basic programming construct visible at compilergenerator level is the node. A node in the PCM-1 is com
posed of 128 bits made up of four 32-bit chunks. Nodes are
stored in main memory.

etc). However, the PCM-1 provides a native interpretation
of an operand as a signed twos complement 16-bit integer
in the range [—32768.. +32767], or as an unsigned cardi
nal number in the range [0 .. 65535],
In addition the Filler, Atom, Operand or Pointer fields
may have an internal substructure which is built on 4-bit
nibbles. This substructure is provided by the host architec
ture of the PCM-1 which allows the setting of any nibble in
a single microinstruction, or branching on the contents of
any nibble. The nibbles and their denotation (A, B, C and
D) are shown in Figure 3. No fixed meanings are assigned
to these nibbles; the PCM-1 is a flexible machine for
exercising various functional language implementation
schemes, and the allocation of sub-fields for the purpose of
coding particular atoms, arity, and so on, are determined
by a specific microcode implementation.
4

32

32

32

32

fn

aigl

aig2

aig3

Inaccessible in PCM-1

3.2 Chunk structure
Each chunk of a node has the same field structure,
providing regularity in treatment. In particular, all chunks
have a 2-bit tag, three bits of reference count or reference
weight, and a 27-bit field whose meaning depends on the
tag value. The effect of a chunk differs depending on
whether it appears in the fn (function) position or in an arg
(argument) position.
The/n chunk may contain a combinator or a basic data
value. Pointers are disallowed and the invalid tag may be
used to indicate nodes on the free list which are thereby
marked as unexecutable.
An arg chunk may hold a pointer to a subgraph, an
unapplied combinator or a basic data value. The invalid
tag may be used to indicate an incomplete graph or a
failure to evaluate (e.g. due to overflow).
2

3

Tag RC
orRW
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Filler, Atom, Operand or Pointer
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Figure 3. Internal substructure of an Atom field.

Figure 1. Structure of a node.
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Figure 2. Structure of a chunk.

The RCW field of three bits can either hold a reference
count in the range [0..7], or a reference weight in the range
[0..3]. In this latter case the numeric value is derived from
the low two bits with the highest bit being ignored. A
reference weight of r implies a reference count of 2r. The
RCW field and the operations on it are designed to allow
memory management to be organised around reference
counting rather than garbage collection.
Operands may be any type of data (character, numeric,

Note that the internal processor registers hold fewer
than 32 bits in order to minimise chip area. The cache,
registers, buses and OU (operation unit) have a 16-bit
Filler, Atom, Operand and Pointer field giving the PCM-1
processor an internal 21 bit chunk length. The 11 unused
bits are ignored when reading from memory, and filled
with zeros when written to memory. Implementing the
additional bits is trivial, but would reduce the number of
cache chunks that could be placed on the chip, since each
register, data path, and cache cell would be 52% larger.
4. MEMORY INTERFACE
4.1 Memory bus
The cache-memory interface is to a standard memory bus,
to which is attached a main memory of RAM (and inciden
tally a co-processor such as a Macintosh II or SE or an IBM
PC/AT or PS/2). The width of this bus is 16 or 32 bits. The
memory interface unit is responsible for transferring
chunk-size (32 bit) units to and from the cache.
4.2 Cache
The cache is responsible for maintaining a small working
set of chunks, which are accessed by the processor. The
processor makes no memory references at all; every
attempted access is referred to the cache which determines
whether to return a chunk, to accept a chunk, or to stall the
processor until a required chunk is read from the memory
or a chunk written to memory to free a space. The imple
mentation uses a novel systolic array described elsewhere;
in addition the incorporation of an on-chip cache of rather
a small size appears at first sight to be surprising. It turns
out that it is effective in improving performance.
The algorithm and size of the cache are transparent to
the processor, except for determining its speed. This deci
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sion enabled the design of the cache (and its possible
successors) to be decoupled from the design of the proces
sor. Indeed the PCM-1 will operate successfully with a
disabled cache.
READ and WRITE cache operations are almost selfefficent. The address is taken from the SrcBus, and the
cache is required to return or accept the value correspond
ing to that address through the DstBus. A WRITE does not
necessarily cause a memory access, as the cache itself
determines when accesses take place. This is an unusual
cache definition.
READI and WRITEI are analogues of the READ and
WRITE operations but require a memory access. This may
be used by the programmer to force memory consistency.
In the case of READI the addressed data is read from
memory even if a cache copy already exists; in the case of
WRITEI the operation does not complete until the
addressed memory chunk has been written.
The FETCH and TRASH operations permit limited
optimisation of cache operations by the micropro
grammer. The microprogram may issue a FETCH if it
knows that a chunk with a given address will be or may be
needed shortly. The cache may ignore the hint; it may seek
to free space; or it may read the chunk into the cache in
anticipation. The action is internal to the cache and invisi
ble to the processor except for execution time. The TRASH
operation may be issued by the microprogram if it knows
that a chunk will no longer be needed and that its state in
memory is now irrelevant. This may occur with a scratch
pad space, or with a stack space, or with unused chunks of
a node being returned to the free list. If such chunks are
cache-resident they do not need to be written back to
memory since the values are now totally meaningless. The
cache may ignore the hint; or it may mark a cache space
occupied by the chunk as unfilled.
4.3 Cache connexion to the host processor
The cache derives its addresses from the SrcBus, which
itself holds internal chunk-size data. While the architec
ture allows for a chunk of 32 bits and thus an addressing
range of 227«T28xl06, the PCM-1 has an internal register
size of only 21 bits, allowing an addressing range of
216~64xl03. All pointers point to nodes (product types of
four chunks), and it is the responsibility .of the cache to
accept two additional bits from the OFFSET field of the
microinstruction register (/HR) and extend the low end of
the SrcBus address by these bits, giving an effective
addressing range of 262 144 chunks. Since each chunk
contains four bytes, this corresponds to a maximum main
memory of 1 Mbyte in the PCM-1. (The architectural limit
is 231 «2 Gbyte.)

The cache also ignores the Tag and RCW fields of the
SrcBus value. The data in the pointer field location is
regarded as an address regardless of the values of these
fields.
5. HOST PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE
5.1 Register file
The PCM-1 has sixteen registers: RO to R15. A four bit
field is used to address them (00002 = RO, etc). Each
register conceptually holds a single chunk. However, due
to constraints of chip size and technology in the PCM-1,
the full 32 bits are not represented, and the registers are 21
bits in length. All registers are dual-ported to the two buses
described in the next section.
5.2 Bus structure
There are two internal buses: the source bus (SrcBus) and
destination bus (DstBus). Both buses have the same width
as the registers (21 bits). The SrcBus is loaded from a
register, or from the SRC field of the microinstruction
register (/tIR), and its contents are read by either the cache
(as address) or the operation unit. Loading the SrcBus from
the /JR allows small constants in the range 0 to 15 to be
generated. The K bit in the /zIR selects which of the last
two sources is loaded (K=0 => register; K=1 => small con
stant). The DstBus is always loaded from a register, and its
contents are read by either the cache or the operation unit.

Exteznal Memory Bus

Cache

^16^ 2 ^ 2 ^
All-cezo in PCM-1

SxcBusJPti

Figure 4. Construction of a full address.

£"1
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gf., %
O

Figure 5. Inter-relationship of registers, cache and buses.
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The DstBus is again loaded by either the cache or the
operational unit, and its contents written to a register.
5.3 Operation unit
The operation unit or OU is presented with two chunks: the
value on the DstBus, and the value on the SrcBus. The
contents of the SrcBus are denoted as the src chunk. The
contents of the DstBus are denoted as the dst chunk and
results if any are written back to the DstBus. Unspecified
bits of dst in the description are direct copies of the original
values. The OU also contains an eight-bit register denoted
by flags which is set according to the result of an operation
and from the PAUSE pin.

of the store, to minimising the width of the microprogram
words and to minimising the number of microprogram
words that the store could hold. A microprogram word
length of 28 bits was required by the final design, and a
store of 1024 words was considered to be sufficient.
5.5 Microinstruction format
The microinstructions are 28 bits in length, broken into the
following fields:

X
u
X
Z N

> U

£
3

h M in
U-t
U< W fn

«

o ocn <
b »
P5
CL.

4-

Figure 6. Structure of the flags register.

The NZVC flags constitute a group of flags set by the
transformational operations (e.g. addition).
The other four flags are not so closely related and a
microprogrammer will normally be interested in only one
at a time. The status of the OUT flag is reflected in the
logic state of an output pin of the chip, and may be used for
signalling and communication. The SOFT flag has no
defined function and may be used to set up a future branch
condition. The PAUSE flag reflects the logic level sampled
from an input pin to the chip. The REFS flag is set by the
two OU operations that transform reference counts and
weights (RCWSUB and RCWDEC).
The action of the OU is determined by the FUNC field
of the pIR and its OM and OP sub-fields. The OM bit
selects whether the five bits of the FUNC field are to be
interpreted as an operational unit or interprocessor opera
tion denoted by OP (OM=0) or a cache operation (OM= 1).
1 ________ 5________

o|
OM

OP

Figure 7. The FUNC field of the /uIR when OM=0.

3

Figure 8. Structure of the microinstruction word.

The DEST field selects one of the registers RO to R15
for connexion to the DstBus.
The K and SOURCE fields act together. If K=0 then
one of the registers RO to R15 is selected by SOURCE for
connexion to the SrcBus. If K=1 then a word consisting of
SOURCE in the low four bits and Os elsewhere is presented
to the SrcBus.
The FUNC field is a union and the OM bit determines
whether to perform an operation (OM=0) or a memory
reference (OM= 1).
The ADDR and BRANCH fields act together to deter
mine the next microinstruction to be executed. The
microaddress is formed by the logical-or of the ADDR
field and a four-bit field selected by the BRANCH field,
aligned with the low bits of the ADDR field. The fields
selected by the values of the BRANCH field are given in
the table.

5.4 Microprogram store
The microprogram store is a RAM design, to allow the use
of experimental combinator ‘instruction’ sets. This RAM
design requires significantly more chip area than would a
fixed ROM store. The store is loaded through a serial line
and associated pins.
The microprogram store was originally thought to be
the largest component on the PCM-1 chip, and estimates
indicated that it would occupy 25% of an 8 x 8 mm 2 /um
CMOS chip. Special attention was paid to compact design
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Abbrev
BR
BRTAG
BRNZVC
BROSPR
BRA
BRB
BRC
BRD

Code Field

000
001
010
Oil
100
101
110
111

0000
SrcBus.Tag
flags.NZVC
flags.OSPR
SrcBus.A
SrcBus.B
SrcBus.C
SrcBus.D

Remarks
unconditional branch
branch on Tag
branch on NZVC flags
branch on OSPR flags
branch on A sub-field
branch on B sub-field
branch on C sub-field
branch on D sub-field
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Figure 9. Formation of the next microinstruction address.

5.6 Input, output and interprocessor communication
Input and output for the PCM-1 is performed by the
co-processor, with the main memory acting as the channel
between the two processors. A hardware binary sema
phore is provided within the PCM-1 with basic operations
related to it (test-and-set, release, interrupt-coprocessor).
Either processor may claim the semaphore before inspect
ing or altering reserved areas of main memory; the PCM-1
may be microprogrammed to interrupt the coprocessor if it
requires immediate attention. The three interprocessor
communication instructions are coded in the FUNC field.
5.7 Bootstrap
The PCM-1 has an external RESET pin. Whenever the
coprocessor asserts the RESET pin the PCM-1 ceases to
execute microinstructions and is set in a reset state. In the
reset state the cache is marked empty, the flags (except
PAUSE) are cleared, and the /^IR is loaded with the
instruction:
DEST=R0, K=0, SOURCE=RO, OM=0,
OP=COPY, ADDR=0, BRANCH=BR
On RESET being dropped, the PCM-1 commences by
executing this microinstruction, which is a no-operation
branching to microaddress 0. While RESET is asserted,
the microprogram control store can be loaded.
5.8 Floorplan
The PCM-1 was initially planned for implementation
using 2 fMm double metal p-well CMOS technology. The
current design will use 1.5 gm CMOS technology on an
8x8 mm chip; this will increase the prototype cost by about
40% but will result in approximately 100% higher transis
tor count. The additional silicon area will be invested in an
increased cache size (Figure 10). Fabrication in February
1989 is planned; components of the PCM-1 were proto
typed in MPW688 (Orbit Semiconductor) organised by
Integrated Silicon Design in mid-1988.

6. ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
Other interesting features are to be found in the RISC-like
nature (Katevenis, 1985) of the internal host machine. All
microinstructions take the same time and the same
number of cycles; cache suspension of the clock is the only
cause of differing execution times.
For example, it was found that an addition could not be
accomplished in this basic cycle type, unless a large area

Bus logic, routing
and slack

Figure 10. Draft floorplan in 1.5 /xm CMOS.

carry look-ahead adder was constructed. Consequently, a
design decision was taken to split addition into two phases.
One microinstruction loads latches at the input of the
adder (ADD, ADDC) but does nothing further. The adder
logic settles in its own time and subsequently a ST ADD
instruction can strobe the logic output on to the DstBus.
Timing estimates suggest that ADD can be immediately
followed by ST ADD, but additional instructions could be
interleaved. This approach is RISC-like in that it substi
tutes a software constraint for a hardware solution (e.g.
stretching a clock phase, a high-speed adder).
Since arithmetic was not considered to be a fundamen
tal issue in this machine, no multiply or divide was pro
vided; however basic support was provided by appropriate
shift instructions. Writing sample code showed that this
approach was satisfactory; however the support provided
should be improved in later models. Subtraction was con
sidered in an early architectural draft, but was dropped in
favour of an invert and set carry instruction. INVSC fol
lowed by ADDC would then be equivalent to a subtract
instruction. Again, this approach was borrowed from
RISC machines, avoiding slowing down a basic cycle for
the sake of one or two rare operations.
The microinstruction store and sequencing are espe
cially interesting, involving a number of careful judge
ments. The total control store is 1024 words, which was
judged adequate but not generous. In the event, one of the
firmware programs written occupies around 500 words.
The chosen sequencing mode allows for 16-way or
4-way branches to be taken depending on a selected 4-bit
field or a 2-bit tag field. A logical-or provided high speed
(essential in the microinstruction sequencing path) but
caused branch targets to have specified low bit patterns. In
fact only 64 of the 16-way branches can be fitted into the
1024 word memory, and 256 of the four-way branches.
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The firmware program mentioned above utilised 75% of
the available 16-way branches.
This solution also allowed the sequencing to avoid the
use of a PC register with its slow incrementation. As a
consequence of this design, sequentially executed instruc
tions need not be (and often are not) sequentially allocated
in the control store. A compiler program was written to
perform address allocation so as to maximise use of the
available space. This assembler allocates 16-way branch
targets first, then 4-way branch targets, then instructions
which are not targeted by conditional branches in the
interstices. It should be noted that 2-way, 4-way and 8way branches can be synthesised from 16-way branches
by including one or more Is in the microinstruction target
address. Again this RISC solution aims at a fast data path
(control store to yuIR to next microaddress logic) and puts
the onus on software to statically optimise the code.
It should also be noted that it is important that the
microinstruction sequencing cycle time should match the
register cycle time (precharge, read registers, perform
operation, write back) so that the one part of the machine
does not hold up the other. This appears to have been
achieved, and simulation suggests that a microinstruction
execution rate of 50 Mips will be achieved (20 ns per
microinstruction). At this rate the machine will perform at
about 0.5 million reductions/sec.
Another of the significant architectural features is the
cache. While the machine will operate without the cache,
and the mismatch between external memory (say 100 ns)
and the register file (20 ns) is not large, the cache can play
an important part in the machine achieving high speeds. At
this point, RISC principles were not followed, as these
suggest a large register store is preferable to a cache.
However, the cache will handle only data (not instructions)
and intuition suggested that a cache size much smaller
than that required for von Neumann machines would be
successful. Simulations have generally supported this
belief and a cache of 100 chunks is planned for the PCM-1
chip with a present estimate of 80% hit rate.
The internal machine (on RISC principles) accesses
and writes only to the cache, and does not care whether the
main memory and the cache contents are reconciled or
not. This is a cache responsibility, which it discharges
regularly. FETCH and TRASH operations are provided to
allow the microprogram to suggest optimised memory
fetch patterns (again RISC-like features). The READI and
WRITEI operations were provided for two reasons: firstly
they permit cache-less execution with utility in perfor
mance evaluation, and secondly they allow data involved
in i/o to be forced from or into main memory.
7. SUMMARY
While the long term goal is to construct a multiprocessor
system, this can only be reached through the design and
fabrication of a number of research machines. The first of

these is a combinator-based uniprocessor: the PCM-1.
This machine offers the opportunity to test concepts and to
collect statistical information regarding combinator exe
cution (Kahn, 1987). The machine may be commercially
exploitable as a coprocessor or as a stand-alone machine,
though this is difficult to assess until later in the develop
ment of a prototype.
The value of the proposal lies in its use of combinators
as its basic and natural execution components (or ‘instruc
tion set’). As implicit parallelism is built into programs in
functional languages, the generation of combinator code
permits this implicit parallelism to be turned into actual
concurrency in hardware. A specialised machine avoids
the overheads of simulating combinator execution on con
ventional von Neumann machines. The gains in correct
ness specification from the use of functional languages
also offer valuable benefits. This approach to high degrees
of parallelism is of considerable significance, as is the
possibility of constructing networks within a wafer.
Other by-products of the project include the involve
ment and training of students in innovative computer
hardware design. There is also the opportunity for Austral
ian computer scientists to contribute to the project by
writing software which will exercise its functions or use it
for significant applications. Any expressions of interest
from researchers or potential postgraduate students would
be welcomed.
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APPENDIX I — THE PCM-1 MICROINSTRUCTION

ASR

01111 seq
par
dst.Tag := src.Tag
dst.RC := src.RC
dst.Operand := src.Operand div 2
flags.NZVC := See Note 4

type
BitType = [0 .. 1];
RegAddressType = [0.. 15];
FunctionType =
union case OM : BitType of
(* 1 bit *)
0: OP : {0.. 31];
{* 5 bits *)
1: MEM :
(* 3 bits *)
(READI, READ, FETCH, TRASH, WRITEI, WRITE);
OFFSET: [0.. 3];
(* 2 bits *)

RCWSUB 10000 seq
t := dst.RC - 2Sfc kW
if t > 0 then
par
flags.OSPR.Rcfs := FALSE
dst.RC := t
elsift = ~l then
par
flags.OSPR.Refs :=TRUE
dst.RC := don't care
else (* t <~1 *)
par
flags.OSPR.Refs := don't care
dst.RC := don't care

MicroaddressType = [0.. 1023];
BranchType = (BR, BRTAG, BRNZVC, BROSPR, BRA, BRB, BRC, BRD);
Microinstruction =
record
DEST: RegAddressType;
K: BitType;
SOURCE: RegAddressType;
FUNC: FunctionType;
ADDR: MicroaddressType;
BRANCH : BranchType;

(* 4 bits *)
(*lbit *)
(* 4 bits *)
(* 6 bits *)
(* 10 bits*)
(* 3 bits *)

RWDEC

10001 seq
t := dst.RW - 1
if dst.Tag * 3 then
flags.OSPR.Rcfs := FALSE
elsif (t > 0) and (dst.Tag = 3) then
par
dst.RW := t
flags.OSPR.Refs := FALSE
elsif (t < 0) and (dst.Tag = 3) then
flags.OSPR.Refs := TRUE

APPENDIX 2 — CODING OF THE FUNC FIELD
This appendix shows the functions allocated to the values of the FUNC field. The first group
encodes actions of the operation unit and various semaphore operations, while the second
encodes the memory reference operations.
GROUP 1 — OPERATION UNIT ACTIONS
Value of OM field - 0
Value of the OP field is given in the following table.

Mnemonic OP

Definition

00000 dst := sre

Copy register value

CPTAG

00001

Insert into Tag field

CPRCW

00010 dst.RCW := src.A[2..0]

CPNRCW 00011

dst.Tag := src.A[1..0]

par

Subtract reference weight
from reference count
and set Refs flag,
see Note 5

Decrement reference weight
and set Refs flag,
see Note 5

SETNZVC 10010 flags.NZVC := src.A

Copy sre to NZVC register

SETOSPR 10011 flags.OSPR := src.A

Copy sre to OSPR register,
see Note 6

TSTSET

Test and set binary
semaphore

Informal remarks

COPY

Arithmetic right shift and
copy of chunk,
setting flags

10100 seq
while sem * 0 do Wait
sem := 1

RELEASE 10101 (* Precondition: sem = 1 *)
sem := 0

Release binary semaphore

INT

10110 IntRequest := TRUE

Interrupt coprocessor

none

10111.. 11111

Invalid instructions

Insert into RCW field
Copy all non-RCW fields

dst.Tag := src.Tag
dst.Operand := src.Operand

Notes
1 The adder has three input registers: Adder.tmpS (16 bits), Adder.tmpD (16 bits) and
Adder.tmpC (1 bit) which latch the values of the SrcBus, DstBus and input carry whenever an
ADD or ADDC instruction is executed. These instructions do not cause a result to be placed
on the DstBus, but the adder logic commences settling to a new state. The output of the Adder
(Adder.output) is routed to the DstBus and a register by a STADD instruction.

00100 dst.A := src.A

Insert into A field

CPB

00101 dst.B := src.A

Insert into B field

CPC

00110 dst.C := src.A

Insert into C field

CPD

00111 dst.D := src.A

Insert into D field

ADD

01000 par
Adder.tmpS := src.Operand
Adder.tmpD := dst.Operand
Adder.tmpC := 0

Initiate addition of operands
see Note I

2 N
Z
V
C

= Result operand is negative (highest bit of Operand field)
= Result operand is all-zero
= Operation resulted in overflow
= Operation resulted in carry from high bit position

INVSC

01001

Invert operand
and set Carry
(facilitates subtract)

3 N
Z
V
C

= Result operand is negative (highest bit of Operand field)
= Result operand is all-zero
= FALSE
= FALSE

Initiate addition of operands
with input carry,
see Note 1

4 N
Z
V
C

= Result operand is negative (highest bit of Operand field)
= Result operand is all-zero
= FALSE
= bit lost in shifting

CPA

par
dst.Operand :=
not dst.Operand
flags.NZVC.C := TRUE

ADDC

01010 par
Adder.tmpS := src.Operand
Adder.tmpD := dst.Operand
Adder.tmpC := flags.NZVC.C

STADD

01011

par
dst.Operand := Adder.output
flags.NZVC := See Note 2

BIC

01100 seq
dst.Operand :=
dst.Operand a -tsrc.Operand
flags.NZVC := See Note 2

BIS

01101 seq
dst.Operand :=
dst.Operand v src.Operand
flags.NZVC := See Note 3

none

oino

Store result of addition
see Note 1

5 A reference weight is stored in a 3-bit reference count field asxdd with a range of [0..3];
■ie the high bit is unused and does not contribute to the reference weight value.
6 The PAUSE bit is not affected by this assignment, as it reflects the state of an external pin.

Clear bits in operand
and set flags

Set bits in operand
and set flags
(Alt: Logical OR)

Invalid instruction
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GROUP 2 — MEMORY REFERENCES
Value of OM field = 1
Value of MEM field is given by table below.
Value of OFFSET field is determined by addressed chunk within node.

Mnemonic MEM Definition
000

READI

seq
Cache[SrcBusT] := MfSrcBus]
DstBus := Cache[SrcBusT]

Informal remarks
^ead addressed chunk
immediately from memory

READ

001

DstBus := Cache[SrcBusT]

Read addressed chunk
(implicitly read from
memory if required)

FETCH

010

may vary

The addressed chunk may
shortly be read

TRASH

Oil

may vary

The addressed cache entry
may be invalidated.

WRITEI

100

seq

Write addressed chunk
immediately to memory

CachefSrcBusT] := DstBus
M[SrcBus] := Cache[SrcBusT]
WRITE

101

Cache[SrcBusT] := DstBus
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Write addressed chunk
(implicitly written to
memory if required)
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Emerging Technologies and Techniques

MP

Perth, Western Australia
28 August to 1 September 1989
Welcome
I hope that you will join us for the second Conference to be held in Western Australia. We have selected
Burswood, the most modem conference venue in Perth, which has excellent accommodation in the same
complex as the Conference and Exhibition. For relaxation, Burswood Resort has a range of restaurants, sporting
facilities including golf/swimming/etc. and of course a casino.
In addition to a full list of selected speakers (there were more papers than places), we have put a great deal of
effort into your accompanying guests program. I believe the contacts made at conferences give extra life to the
knowledge gained from speakers. We intend to facilitate these contacts through the poster sessions, the special
events at the end of each day as well as the social program put together by Wendy Campbell.
Perth is ideal to have that special holiday in Western Australia in addition to the Conference. It is the time
that the wild flowers will be out, which we feel is very special. For those who really want a bargain, join me in
going to the Singapore Conference immediately following ACC’89.
I look forward to seeing you at Burswood in August.
j ^ jjarrjs
Chairman, Organising Committee

CONFERENCE NOTICE AND CALL FOR PAPERS
The Fifth World Conference in Computer Education (WCCE/90), organised under the auspices of the
International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP), will be held in Sydney, Australia 9-13 July 1990.
WCCE/90 will be a conference for all aspects of computer-related education in all education environments.
For Australian educators, the convening of this major international conference in Australia will provide a
unique opportunity to present and attend papers.
Draft papers will be required by 1 October 1989.
For further information please contact:
WCCE/90
PO Box 319, Darlinghurst NSW 2010 Australia
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New algorithms which achieve fault-tolerance through
reconfiguration in mesh-connected networks ofprocessors
are presented and analysed Such architectures are of rele
vant interest in the area of VLSI and WSI, where systolic
arrays, instruction systolic arrays and wavefront array
processors have been designed to implement a wide range
of different algorithms.
The reconfiguration algorithms presented aim at gua
ranteeing co-operation of the surviving elements even after
a number offaults. The connection networks on which the
reconfiguration algorithms are based consist of local con
nections only. Thus evenfor the optimal algorithms there are
small clusters offaults that cannot be overcome. The per
formance of the reconfiguration algorithms can be mea
sured by their probability of getting stuck in a fatal situa
tion, that is they don’t find a suitable reconfiguration.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Farr (1988) a new performance measure for fault toler
ance of mesh-connected networks is introduced. It mea
sures an algorithm’s performance by its probability of
getting stuck in a fatal situation, that is a situation for which
the algorithm does not find a suitable reconfiguration. This
analysis shows that there is a wide gap between the effec
tiveness of existing reconfiguration algorithms and cor
responding upper bounds. Here we present and analyse
new algorithms which narrow this gap.
Reconfiguration algorithms aim at guaranteeing co
operation of the surviving elements even after a number of
faults. The algorithms presented here prevent degradation
of the array size and make use of spare cells which are
provided as additional rows and/or additional columns of
the array. Reconfiguration algorithms are presented for
two different interconnection networks and their perfor
mance is compared by means of simulation with the most
effective algorithms presented in Sami (1986).
The connection networks upon which the reconfigura
tion algorithms are based consist of local connections only.
Thus even for the optimal algorithms there are small clus
ters of faults that cannot be overcome. For a fixed proba
bility of cell failure the probability that such fault clusters
occur approaches unity as the network size goes to infinity.
Thus there will be always a critical size of the network that
cannot be exceeded unless either better fault tolerance
techniques become available or the probability of single
cell failure decreases. Since . . any major improvement
in computation speed must come from the concurrent use
of many processing elements” (Kung, 1982) it has to be
asked how many processing elements can be achieved
given a certain minimal yield requirement.
In performing asymptotic analysis alone as done in Farr
(1988), we have to be aware of the possibility of a “con
stant factor disaster” (i.e. there might be asymptotically
optimal algorithms, which turn out to be of no use for any
practically feasible size of architecture). The asymptotic
effectiveness of our reconfiguration algorithm is still
unknown. Thus its evaluation is based on simulation
results. The asymptotic evaluation is only used to establish
upper bounds on the effectiveness of reconfiguration
algorithms.
To get more insight into different fault tolerance tech
niques the reader is referred to Farr (1988), Sami (1986)
and Negrini (1986).
2. BASIC NOTATION
We adopt the notation and terminology used in Sami
(1986). We are given a square array of identical cells Cy, 1
<ij<n. We assume that each cell is self-testing and that a
signal eg states its working/faulty status.
Reconfiguration is performed by global renaming
procedures that map the cells of the logical array onto the
working cells. Let there be given a regular nxn array of
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Figure 2. Fatal atomic fault patterns for S2 and S2,5.

Figure 1. Connections for S2 and extra ones for S2s.

processing elements c,? to which a pattern of spare cells has
been added. An nxn array of logical indices indicated as
(y) is mapped into the set of working cells such that cells
with neighbouring logical indices (i.e., cells which differ by
one in exactly one of their indices and are equal in the
other) are physically connectable.
The fault-tolerant array consists of three parts:
i
Array cells and spare cells.
ii An interconnection pattern consisting of data paths
and of devices (multiplexers or switches) controlling
path selection on the basis of reconfiguration signals.
iii A control network, computing reconfiguration signals
on the basis of error signals. It is directly related to the
particular algorithm adopted.
In order to keep the number of added interconnections
reasonably low, reconfiguration alternatives are kept
limited and there are fault distributions which are fatal for
any algorithm based on the given interconnection pattern.
There are also fault distributions which are fatal only for
the given reconfiguration algorithm, though they could be
overcome by another (better) algorithm without using a
different interconnection pattern.
2.1 The interconnection networks S2 and S2.s
Two interconnection networks S2 and S2.5 will be used as
the basis for the reconfiguration algorithms described in
this paper. S2 contains all connections of length 2 or less;
S2 5 contains all connections of length less than 2.5 (see
Figure 1).
We use the name S2 5 here instead of S,j5, which would
be more appropriate if we had the Euclideon distance in
mind.
An optimal algorithm which creates a reconfiguration
for all fault patterns that can be overcome in S2 (S2 5) —
referred to as the S2-Algorithm (S2 5-Algorithm) — will still
run into a fatal situation whenever one of the atomic fault
patterns shown in Figure 2 occurs.
The atomic fault patterns shown in Figure 2 are not the
only atomic fault patterns for these networks, but all other
atomic fault patterns have (many) more members and thus
are much less likely to occur.
The reconfiguration algorithms introduced in Sami

(1986)make use of all connections between cells of length
less than or equal to 2 and in addition to them some
connections of length \/5. Thus the bounds for “good”
algorithms based on the connection network of Sami (1986)
could be expected to fall in between those bounds deve
loped for S2 and S2 5 here. Each connection in the connec
tion pattern used by Sami (1986) is fixed in its direction.
We assume that all wires can be used in arbitrary
directions.
2.2 Arrow Notation
The result of the reconfiguration of a given array with
faulty cells is a mapping of logical indices onto working
cells such that neighbouring logical indices can be physi
cally connected. The legality of such renaming depends on
the particular reconnection network being used. The
renaming will lead to global rewiring of the faulty
network.
Figure 3 shows some examples of different rewirings
for an 8 x 8 processor array with one spare column of
processors and eight faulty cells. Three configurations of
the same array are shown: 3(a) using only S2 interconnec
tions and 3(b) using S2 5 interconnections. In all three cases
the array has been successfully reconfigured so that it can
be used as an 8 x 8 processor array, all the spare cells being
made use of. Of course, if none of the cells were faulty
(other than spare cells in the left-hand column) then no
reconfiguration would be necessary.
The reconfiguration of an array can be seen more
clearly if the mapping from logical to physical indices is
shown rather than the interconnection pattern. The logical
indices (y) will be drawn as a rectangular grid and an
arrow from (y) to (i’J) will indicate that (i’J’) is the physi
cal processor corresponding to (y). With this notation the
reconfigurations of Figure 3 can be redrawn as in Figure 4.
In the most general type of reconfiguration, logical and
physical indices will not be neighbours (i.e., | i’ — i\ > 1 or
\j’—j\ > 1), an example being shown in Figure 3(b) where
an arrow with | i ’—i\ = 2 is used. Arrows which do connect
neighbours will be called single arrows. The particular
interconnections present in an array will determine the
ways in which arrows can interact. The rules for S2 and S2 5
will be given in section 3.
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Figure 4. Arrow notation for examples of Figure 3.

Figure 3. Example reconfigurations of an 8 x 8 processor array.

3. MORE EFFECTIVE ALGORITHMS
The most effective algorithm for reconfiguration to date is
the variable stealing algorithm (Negrin, 1986). It relies on
connections somewhere between S2 and S25 (i.e., some
connections of length > 2 are used). The variable stealing
algorithm described earlier is also an algorithm which can
be implemented as a self-reconfiguration of the processor
array (Sami, 1986). In this section we present an algorithm
which relies on the use of a host computer to determine the
reconfiguration and which is restricted to the use of single
arrows. The algorithm is compared with the variable steal
ing algorithm and simulation results are presented.
3.1 Single arrow restrictions for S2 and S2.5
The description of the algorithms below will be in terms of
the definition of a legal flow of the faults to a column (or
columns) of spares (these columns will also be called rifts).
A legal flow is one in which the paths followed by the
arrows from each fault interact in allowable ways. The
legal interactions are determined by the interconnections,
in our case either S2 or S25. Thus if the logical index (ij) has
corresponding physical index (i’j’) then for S2 the Manhat
tan distance between each of the physical indices corres

ponding to the neighbours with logical indices ((t — 1 )j),
((i + 1 )j), (i,(j — 1)) and (/, (j + 1)) and the physical index (/’
j ’) corresponding to the logical index (y) must be less than
3; for S2.5 the Manhattan distance must be less than 4 and if
it is 3 then either the physical x-coordinates or the physical
y-coordinates must be different (i.e., no straight connec
tions of length 3). Figure 5 shows the illegal combinations
of single arrow moves for S2 and for S2.5.
Notice that for S2 diagonal moves may force other
moves, thus generating new, artificial, faults which also
need to be sunk onto a rift (artificial faults can be used as
sinks for other faults or even for themselves as in 3b). This
|
\
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/

Mil/]
I
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I

/

S2.5

Figure 5. Illegal moves for (a) S2 and (b) S2 5. The circles indicate that a
no-move is illegal.
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is not the case for S2 5 and is one of the major reasons for the
improved performance, as shown below, for algorithms
using the interconnections of S25.
3.2 Description of new algorithms
*,
With the restriction to single arrows and a single column of
spares it is clearly possible to define a branch and bound
algorithm for reconfiguration in which all possible moves
are considered for each fault or generated arrowhead. This
approach is, however, of exponential complexity even for
the case of single arrows and infeasible for arrays of size
larger than about 8x8 processors. If the recursion involved
in such a method is restricted then some useful algorithms
can still be developed. This is the approach used below and
some of the branching techniques and bounding methods
will be briefly described.
The outline of the algorithm is as follows:

8
<g-------- <3-------- ^-----------------------------B
a

6

^1

5

ca

while (not allsunk) and moremoves do
if next move is legal and a good move to try then
addmove to reconfiguration
sink( allsunk )
if not allsunk then
remove last move added
get next move to try
end while
end sink
In this procedure it is necessary to use some strategy for
choosing the next arrowhead or fault that has not already
been moved onto the rift (or rifts). The one used here is
simply to choose the lowest fault or arrowhead in the
leftmost column containing a fault or arrowhead (in the
case of a single column of spares at the left). If there is both
a spare column at the left and right of the array then a
similar strategy is used for those faults up to the middle
column and the mirror image strategy for those to the right
of the middle column.
Given a position in the array which is a fault or cur
rently an arrowhead it is also necessary to choose an order
for the moves to be considered from the position. This
order is based on load factors. The load factor above a
given position is the ratio of the number of free spares in
the column of spares above the row to the number of faults
or arrowheads above the row which have not already been
sunk (if the latter value is non-zero). If the latter value is
zero then there is assumed to be no use in moving up. For
two spare columns similar load factors are defined to the

.........
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m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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!

i
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1

Branch and Bound algorithm:
procedure sink( var allsunk: boolean )
get next fault or arrowhead
allsunknot (morefaults or arrowheads)
determine move order using load factors
get next move to try

---- --- ----

7

012345678
Figure 6. Example of search space bounding during reconfiguration.

left and right of any column. The move order chosen is that
which orders the moves so that those in the direction of
largest load factor are attempted first.
Finally, moves are checked for legality and also
whether or not they satisfy certain conditions used to
bound the search space. In particular, moves which have
no chance of leading to a successful sinking of a fault are
abandoned. The most obvious of these are those which
move into an area of the array where there is no chance of
reaching a rift. An example of this is shown in Figure 6.
Here it is clearly unnecessary to consider moves which
enter the “valley” defined by the sinking of previous faults.
There are other techniques used to direct and bound the
search which will not be described in detail here.
The algorithm briefly decribed above will exhaustively
search for and find a solution if one exists. However, as
noted above, this is an infeasible approach and so the
search is terminated if a solution is not discovered in a
reasonable time. The results reported below correspond, in
fact, to a restriction of the above algorithm to a direct
reconfiguration with no backtracking.
3.3 Simulation results
In order to test the algorithm described above simulations
have been done for 20 x 20 and larger arrays with both one
and two spare columns of cells and using both S2 and S2 5
interconnections. The results for a 20 x 20 array with one
spare column are shown in Figure 7 and those for a 20 x 20
array with two spare columns are shown in Figure 8.
As already mentioned, the variable stealing algorithm
uses some connections of Manhattan length three. It
should be pointed out that variable stealing will not work
with only the interconnections of S2. The probability of
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Figure 7. Probability of success of various reconfiguration algorithms
for a 20 x 20 array with one column of spares and for varying numbers of
faults (< 20). Variable stealing, our algorithm (S2), our algorithm (S2,5).

Figure 8. Probability of success of various reconfiguration algorithms
for a 20 x 20 array with two columns of spares and for varying numbers
of faults (<= 40). Variable stealing, our algorithm (S2), our algorithm
(S2.5).

successful reconfiguration for our algorithm is always
higher than for variable stealing in the case of one column
of spares, even for S2. The improvement for S2.5 is dramatic
and essentially gives completely successful reconfigura
tion even for 20 faults.
In the case of two columns of spares it can be seen from
Figure 8 that our algorithm is in fact better than variable
stealing for large numbers of faults (> 30) even in S2,
although it is not as good for smaller numbers of faults.
This suggests that some improvements can still be made.
Once again, there is a dramatic improvement of the suc
cess of reconfiguration when our algorithm is used with
S2.5 interconnections rather than S2.

the idea of spare columns in the middle of the array so as to
cover the array with a grid of spare rows and columns and
then to try sinking faulty nodes into the sinks closest to
them. We are currently enhancing our algorithm to allow
for this extension.
If we do supply the processor array with a sufficiently
dense grid of spares we expect our algorithm to meet the
bounds established in this paper (this has to be proven). But
using a fixed grid of spares will in most cases prevent the
possibility of finding optimal reconfigurations (optimal in
the sense that degradation is minimal). Thus there is still a
wide range of further improvements using a more flexible
assignment of spares.
To implement the reconfiguration algorithms pres
ented in this paper a host processor is needed to compute
the reconfiguration. The variable stealing algorithm could
be executed by the processor array itself (if the processing
elements are made powerful enough). We are also investi
gating more effective algorithms that can run autonom
ously (i.e., do not need the support of a host processor).

4. CONCLUSIONS
In Farr (1988) a new performance measure for reconfigu
ration algorithms is presented. It classifies reconfiguration
algorithms according to their effectiveness and allows the
establishment of bounds on the effectiveness of optimal
reconfiguration algorithms for a given connection net
work. Such algorithms allow degradation of the network,
i.e. as many as necessary of the network’s cells are used as
spares.
The algorithms presented here made use of arrays with
one or two spare columns. Thus they cannot cope with
more than 0(\JN) faults. Optimal algorithms for the S2 net
should still cope with single cell failure probabilities pro
portional up to 0(N'U4) and thus with an expected number
of failures proportional to N3/4 (in case of the net S25 even
up to NSI6). Thus any algorithm meeting the bounds for
arbitrary N must supply more than just a constant number
of spare columns and/or rows. Otherwise for large N it
would be much more likely to run out of spares than to run
into an atomic fault pattern.
An obvious way to cope with this problem is to extend
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FULLER, A(1989): Dynamics of Clipper, Dow Jones-Irwin, Homewood Illinois, 511pp., $49.50 (Paperback).
Clipper is a compiler for dBASE programs. For those who may not
know what that is, it is an interpreted data base language that runs
on MS DOS computers. Clipper is a third party compiler that im
proves performance and provides extended features.
The author is a practising consultant whose livelihood is develop
ing and selling PC based applications written in Clipper. The
intention is to "construct a powerful library for software develop
ment, which will become the centre of your programming efforts in
Clipper". The book assumes that you are already a dBASE pro
grammer. It then develops a working environment and library of
supporting Clipper functions.
In my opinion, the concept is not too bad but the implementation
unprofessional. The book has been poorly proof read. Which is very
irritating and a general indication of the quality and reliability of the
text.
To cite just one instance (page 39): In describing the first func
tion developed, considerable explanation is given to the good use of
a CASE statement in the example - the example has no CASE
statement. Throughout the book there are very many examples of
descriptions not matching examples, miscounting cases, referring to
the book by its working title and poor typesetting. Many of the
programs have the operators missing from conditional statements
making the programs very hard to follow.
Nearly half the book is a listing of the source code of all the
library functions (224 pages out of 511) - send $29 and get them on
a floppy disk - so I feel a comment about programming style war
ranted. It is terrible. At first glance it is nicely formatted, lots of
comments that make sense and the associated text is full of the
right sorts of words about reliability, robustness, sensible defaults,
etc. When one starts analysing the code it just does not meet the
specification. There are minor problems like variables used but not
defined, assigned to but never used and cases not checked for. Then
there are the major problems where program specifications simply
do not agree with functionality.
Enough on the minutiae (maybe too much) - what about the
overall strategy? Not too bad if you want to stay within a basically
3GL environment. The strategy is to provide a library of functions
that provide all possible functionality simply by passing appropri
ately initialised arrays. Applications development is reduced to writ
ing masses of code that spends time assigning values to arrays and
calling the library functions.
I have no doubt that this greatly speeds the applications develop
ment process - but it is very tedious. Why not take it a step further
and develop a simple higher level language and preprocessor to do
this hack work?
I would recommend this book.
Randall L. Fletcher
Brisbane College of Advanced Education

HENSON, M.C.(1987): Elements of Functional Languages, Blackwell Scientific Publications, Oxford, 434pp., $119.00 (hard
cover), $61.00 (paper).
This is an authoritative functional programming book aimed at
postgraduate and advanced undergraduate students. One of the au
thor’s stated objectives is to point out why functional programming
languages ‘might be a good idea’. The advantage functional pro
gramming languages hold over other styles of programming lan
guage is that they are more readily amenable to mathematical
analysis. The major factor contributing to this advantage is that the
language used to express mathematical properties can basically be
the functional programming language itself. Many of this book’s
competitors really only pay lipservice to the formality to which
functional languages lend themselves. In contrast, Henson’s ap
proach fully integrates proof techniques with program development.
The language used is a mixture of KRC and Miranda features
and as such is strongly typed (unlike KRC) and lazy. The author
has a strong background in semantics and this shows through fre
quently in the core chapter Programming and Verification, with a

confident and incisive treatment of many delicate matters of proof
technique, often glossed over by other authors. Henson strikes a
good balance though, with the details of domain theory covered in
a separate chapter. The chapter Program Transformation is an ex
cellent survey of the field and gives a detailed treatment of continu
ation-based methods; a rarity in comparable texts.
There is a chapter on Backus’ FP systems which seems rather un
related to the remainder of the book. Similarly, the chapter on
implementation seems out of place but it does provide a succinct
introduction to combinator compilers, supercombinators and graph
reduction. An introductory chapter, Lambda and Combinatory Cal
culi is not clearly linked into the remainder of the book and prog
resses at a startling rate. Any reader not already familiar with the
material will find it a struggle, but fortunately the majority of the
book only makes veiled allusion to the contents of that chapter.
However, none of these criticisms detract from the central part of
the book and I thoroughly recommend it to anyone interested in
functional programming.
One final criticism: the programs are not indexed as it is diffi
cult to find your way back to the definition of functions or
operators being assumed some pages later. For me, this led initially
to feelings of frustration, which developed into despair and finally
resignation. I suggest that anyone embarking on reading this book
should conscientiously construct their own such index on the way
through (and perhaps send me a copy).
Clem Baker Finch
University of Tasmania

NIJHOLT, A(1988): Computers and Languages - Theory and Prac
tice, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 482pp., $US89.50.
I was unsure what to expect of this book. The title is singularly
uninformative, but I assumed from what I know of the author that
it would be about formal languages and parsing. While this turned
out to be true to some degree, it is not a text by any measure and is
much more wide-ranging than I expected. It touches on the history
of computing, programming languages and natural language pro
cessing. The central theme across these diverse-Topics is the influ
ence of social forces on their development. This theme, particularly
the military influence, is for me the most novel and interesting
aspect of the book.
The book is in five parts, with the first two, ‘Introductory Back
ground’ and ‘Military Background’, tracing the development of
computing, computer languages and artificial intelligence from
World War Two to the present day Strategic Defense Initiative and
Strategic Computing Initiative. Nijholt clearly indicates how the
military requirements of ballistics and cryptography provided the
initial thrust (and funds) to get such projects started in Germany,
the United States and Great Britain. The importance of computing
technology rapidly escalated through the Cold War with increasing
ly sophisticated command, control and communication networks
and the requirement of microelectronics for missile guidance, culmi
nating with the present day aims of intelligent weapons systems.
Parts three and four, ‘Viewpoints of Language’ and ‘From Lan
guage Towards Intelligence’ are the core of the book and will be of
value to anyone interested in formal languages, parsing or natural
language processing. A detailed historical account of the evolution
of those fields is given, again concentrating on the influences that
prompted their development. The section concludes with overviews
of the Fifth Generation Project and the United States response,
SCI. Each chapter includes an excellent bibliography.
Part five, ‘A Military-Industrial-Academic Complex?’, returns to
the subject of the military influence on computing science research.
Here in Australia we may feel insulated from such concerns, but
the ever tighter control the Department of Defence has over fund
ing of scientific research in the United States, and the influence of
the defence industries, is convincingly argued by Nijholt with many
quotes and anecdotes.
Perhaps most disturbing is the military’s blind faith in computing
technology despite documented evidence of extremely high failure
rates of the existing systems. The reader is compelled to address
his/her professional responsibility in the face of such growing con
trol.
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I suppose the book could serve as an interesting alternative re
source for history of computing or social issues courses. Those in
terested in formal languages or natural languages will get a lot of
value from parts three and four, but I believe every computing
professional would gain from reading at least the other three sec
tions.
I enjoyed it very much.
g
Clem Baker-Finch
University of Tasmania

for summarising individual relationships. In my opinion the author
has achieved this aim in a most readable way. Although primarily
concerned with the econometric aspect of the literature, the bibliog
raphy is useful and extensive, and the author has been successful in
effectively summarising the main features and properties of each
approach, and leading the reader to the applicable references. The
book should provide a useful addition to the library of researchers
involved in the area of pooled data analysis and of linear modelling
in general, and also to econometricians interested in the application
of linear models to pooled time series analysis.
Langford B White
Defence Science and Technology Organisation

DIELMAN, T.E.(1989): Pooled Cross-Sectional and Time Series
Data Analysis, Marcel Dekker, New York, 249pp., USS
95.00 (hardcover). ISBN 0-8247-7864-2
Pooled cross sectional and time series data analysis is an econome
tric term dealing with the analysis of multivariate time series data.
The contents of the book consists of an introductory chapter, seven
main chapters dealing with the various modelling approaches to the
problem, and a final chapter containing suggestions for possible fu
ture research. The book also has an extensive list of references,
amounting to some 400 entries, and spanning both the econometric
and standard statistical literature. The problem of model selection is
also considered and a Monte Carlo simulation study is used to com
pare the results obtained using two of the models examined. The
book is essentially a survey of existing approaches to pooled crosssectional and time series data analysis and its focus is primarily on
the structure and properties of particular models, and methods of
estimating the parameters contained in the models.
Chapter two examines the classical pooling approach where a
regression model of the form Yi = Xjft + e: (i = 1, ..., N) is exam
ined, where Y is a vector, length T, of time series observations on
the dependent variable, X is a T x K matrix of observations of the
independent variables, 0 is a vector, length K, of regression coeffi
cients, and e is a vector, length T, of error disturbances. The classi
cal pooling approach involves setting ft to a common constant, say
ft across all individual regressions. Various models for the error
terms e* are considered such as a first order Auto-Regressive (AR)
model and the provision for correlation across the individual sam
ples. The best least-squares estimates for 0 under these various as
sumptions, and the problem of estimating the error covariance ma
trix fi is considered. The author shows how methods of statistical
inference may be used to test various hypotheses concerning the
data, such as whether or not the assumption of equal regression
coefficients is statistically accurate. The chapter concludes with an
example concerned with estimating an investment function from the
annual data of ten different US firms over twenty years.
Chapters three to seven are concerned with the generalisation of
the classical approach described in chapter two. Chapter three deals
with the Seemingly Unrelated Regressions (SUR) model which al
lows the regression vectors to be different for each individual.
Again, various models for the error terms such as AR and AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARMA) models are examined. The
problems of estimation of the error covariance, and approaches to
inference are again the subject of considerable attention. An exten
sive summary of analytic and simulation results is provided, and the
author outlines some of the applications and software packages
which are available. Chapter four is concerned with methods of de
composing the error disturbances into terms which are constant
across the individual components, and those which are constant in
time. The methodology is similar to chapter three.
The following chapter deals with an important extension of the
models considered previously, namely allowing the regression coef
ficients to be random. The properties of various error models and
the resulting generalised least squares estimators are again consid
ered in some detail.
Chapter six represents an extension to non-stationary models
where the regression coefficients are allowed to vary in time, whilst
chapter seven deals with models possessing error components which
are regarding as discrete random processes. Chapter eight is con
cerned with model selection, and presents a simulation study to il
lustrate the way an appropriate model may be selected. The final
chapter makes suggestions for future research.
In the preface, the author states that the book reviews statistical
methods for studying the individuals with a pooled data base and

GREENLEAF, G.W., MOWBRAY, A.S. and LEWIS, D.P.(1988):
Australasian Computerised Legal Information Handbook,

Butterworths, 446pp., $329.00 (softcover).
The Australasian Computerised Legal Information Handbook is a
well-researched, thorough publication for lawyers, law librarians,
and law students. It is not intended for computing professionals. At
$39.00 it is a worthwhile acquisition for a law firm or university
law library although law students who find the Handbook on their
required textbook list may think the price a little steep.
The Handbook aims to educate its target audience in the princi
ples of computerised legal information retrieval, to provide practi
cal instruction in the use of the more popular retrieval services and
to act as a single point of reference for information on all such
services available to lawyers in Australia and New Zealand. No pre
vious computer knowledge on the reader’s part is assumed. By and
large the book is successful in achieving its aims. It is clearly
written and comprehensive in its coverage.
The Handbook is broken into four parts. Part A presents a brief
history and overview of legal information retrieval. Part B provides
tutorial-based instruction in the use of STATUS, the retrieval soft
ware used by Info-One (formerly CLIRS), Australia’s major legal
database provider. Part C deals with non-STATUS systems and
Part D is a consolidated directory of the various services available
in Australia and New Zealand.
I have two major criticisms of the Handbook. The first criticism,
inevitable with a book of this nature, is that the information it con
tains dates quickly. For example, in the few months since the
Handbook was published CLIRS has been reborn as Info-One,
Maynelaw has been taken over and renamed and Estopl discontin
ued. Info-One has brought out a number of databases on CD-ROM
complete with a new and vastly improved user interface, and has
also introduced a global search facility for its on-line databases.
The second criticism is that the tutorials in Part B of the Hand
book are aimed specifically at law students. They are too exhaustive
for the average busy legal practitioner, and are designed to be used
with the AIRS Training System. AIRS is a good emulation of the
CLIRS and SCALE systems but is only available within a limited
number of teaching institutions and is not available to the general
public. It would no doubt be possible to perform a subset of the
tutorial exercises on the Info-One online databases, but at a signifi
cant cost and with reduced effectiveness.
If you are a computing professional or a lawyer who has ‘been
there and done that’ then this is not the book for you. However, if
you are involved in the practice of law and want to get started with
computerised legal information retrieval then this book represents
an excellent starting point.
Andrew Richardson
Sydney, NSW.

TRAUB, J.F., GROSZ, B.J., LAMPSON, B.W., and NILSSON,
N.J. (ed.)(1988): Annual Review of Computer Science,
Volume 3, Annual Reviews Inc., 423pp., SUS49.00.
This is the third volume in the Annual Review series on Computer
Science. Compared with the earlier volumes, there is less emphasis
on Artificial Intelligence (although the reviews address important
AI areas). The papers are:
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1. ‘Database Security’ by Dorothy Denning
2. ‘Fundamentals of Expert Systems’ by Bruce Buchanan

and Reid Smith

Book Reviews
JAMES,

3. ‘Protein-Folding: Computational Approaches to An Expo

nential-Time Problem’ by George Reeke Jr
4. ‘Algebraic Methods for Geometric Reasoning’ by B.
Buchberger, G.E. Collins and B. Kutzler
5. ‘Image Analysis’ by Theo Pavlidis
6. ‘Themes in the Development of Programming Logics circa
1963-1987’ by Robert Constable
7. ‘The LISP Experience’ by H. Abelson, M. Halfant, J.
Katzenelson and G.J. Sussman
8. ‘Commonsense Physics: A Review’ by Ken Forbus
9. ‘Parallel Algorithmic Techniques for Combinatorial Com
putation’ by David Eppstein and Zvi Galil
10. ‘Resolution Theorem Proving’ by Mark Stickel
11. ‘Algebraic Complexity Theory’ by Joachim von zur
Gathen
12. ‘Computer Applications in Manufacturing’ by H.B.
Voelcker, A.A.G. Requicha and R.W. Conway
13. ‘Computational Geometry’ by Joseph O’Rourke
It is impossible for any one person to be expert in all these areas.
The comments that follow are just a personal selection by the re
viewer and his colleagues, Jason Chan, John Lions and Mark Fit
ting.
Ken Forbus is a leader in his field. Running at just over 30 pages
in length, his article on ‘Commonsense Physics’ is nonetheless little
more than an overview of current work. Although it attempts to be
introductory, the text really requires prior familiarity with the field.
Further, it is not altogether unbiased in its view of the relative mer
its of different work. While this is not necessarily a drawback (it
certainly makes interesting reading if this is your field) I question
whether the review is addressing the right audience. Should it be
capturing opinion or providing lengthier and more instructive
discourse in its papers?
Buchanan’s ‘Fundamentals of Expert Systems’ is similar in scope.
Perhaps because his field is a little more mature, he covers wellunderstood fundamentals to which an uninformed reader should be
exposed. Yet the length of the paper precludes more than an over
view presentation, and directions to the literature.
Von zur Gathen provides an interesting perspective on the com
plexity of algebraic computations. He covers problems with explicit
upper and lower bounds, and those with implicit classifications by
known complexity classes. Various open problems are interspersed
throughout the paper, and an extensive bibliography is given. The
result is a nice prototypical account of algebraic complexity theory.
The two articles on geometry address different aspects of a rapid
ly developing field, and hence are welcome. By comparison, the
article on LISP presents little that is new in a space that is inade
quate for any useful purpose.
Constable’s article summarises 25 years of program correctness in
just 20 pages! Even so, in spite of its brevity, it provides a useful
overview of the main lessons learned during those 25 years, and af
ter presenting each area, it gives a brief overview of the important
related references. The bibliography, with 80 entries, is quite exten
sive.
Similar comments hold for Stickel’s article, which after
introducing Robinson’s standard resolution method, discusses over
20 variations, with references for each. The second part of the arti
cle discusses six different ways of handling reasoning about equality
with a resolution theorem prover. Both Stickel’s and Constable’s
articles provide useful overviews of both recent and early work.
The density of mathematical symbolism in many of the articles
implies that this is not a book for the mathematically squeamish.
The average length (30-40 pages) seems too cramped for the scope
of many of the articles. The more relaxed approach of the longestablished competition, Advances in Computers (Academic Press)
which features fewer but much longer articles, seems to be in many
ways preferable.
The Review continues to document changes in Computer Science,
a goal it outlined in the first volume. Whether it adequately ad
dresses this task is another matter, as Volume 3 seems a little less
satisfactory than the first two volumes. This said, the series should
remain a valuable library reference.
E. Coiera
University of New South Wales

Mike(1987): Pattern Recognition, BSP Professional
Books, Melbourne, 144pp., 43.95 (Paper-back).

The research area of pattern recognition, or more appropriately in
this book, image processing and recognition, is a diverse one, con
taining a mixture of abstract theory and pragmatic methods. This
book does well to balance the two components and presents a well
thought-out, and, although not overly detailed or wide-ranging, in
teresting introduction.
The book is targeted at an undergraduate audience, in particular
for the teaching the basics of image processing and image recogni
tion as an undergraduate course. For this purpose, or as an
individual’s working introduction I would recommend it. It is not a
thorough and detailed text on pattern recognition, nor a state of the
art research monograph (but then it does not claim to be either). It
would surely be too brief for graduate research.
It contains chapters on pattern recognition, image recognition
and classification, grey level features (edges, lines and segmenta
tion), the frequency approach and binary images. A collection of
short BASIC subroutines are included throughout the book to aid
the interested readers self-exploration of the field. These subrou
tines are also available on a floppy disk. The book includes some
college level mathematics, the most difficult being that of the fourier transform.
At $43.95 for the paper-back edition it seems (like most books
these days) over-priced, and I would suggest a loan from the
library. It would be well suited as the text for a short practical
hands-on course on image processing. I enjoyed reading it.
Ashley Aitken
University of New South Wales

LOECKX J., MEHIHORN K. and WILHELM R.(1988): Founda
tions of Programming Languages, John Wiley & Sons,
426pp., 24.50 (paperback).
The aim of this book is to introduce a typical high level program
ming language, and the methods necessary to describe it. This
should help the reader in understanding the principles of program
ming languages and make it easier to learn further languages.
The book is the English translation of a German edition and is
intended for introductory courses in Computer Science. It gives a
formal definition of programming languages using set theory and
this foundation, along with the precise specification of the syntax
and semantics of languages, is illustrated using a simple program
ming language called PROSA, which is similar to the Pascal pro
gramming language. Following the discussion on syntax and
semantics of programming languages, a simple instruction set for a
hypothetical machine RESA is introduced, and the translation pro
cess from a high level language to machine language is described.
The material covered in the book is presented in eight chapters as
follows:
1. Introduction to relations, functions, context-free gram

mars and semantics of languages.
2. Arithmetic expressions (fully, partially parenthesised and

Polish notation).
3. Introduction of the programming language PROSA.
4. Introduction of PROSA’s data structures.
5. Introduction of the instruction set of the RESA machine.

Also an introduction to compiler writing is given using
as an example the translation from the PROSA lan
guage to the instruction set of the RESA machine.
6. Introduction of procedures to PROSA.
7. Translation of PROSA with procedures to RESA.
5. Some further language concepts e.g. modules, parallelism.
As the book is aimed at teaching, several examples are given that
illustrate new concepts as they are introduced. Further, exercises are
given at the end of each section testing knowledge acquired in that
section and expanding on the chapter.
Throughout the book emphasis is placed on formal definition of
programming constructs, proving program correctness and
computation time analysis (for program termination). Many theo
rems are introduced and theorem proving occupies a large propor
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tion of each chapter. I found this heavy going. Some of the theo
rems could be skipped, but as understanding the mathematical
approach is the basis for the book, skipping some sections defeats
the purpose. However as the authors state, if one understands the
principles of programming languages then the acquisition of further
languages will be much easier, and such thorough introduction to
languages is to be expected in a course on {Jre principles of pro
gramming languages.
I particularly enjoyed the section on code generation, although
the approach taken is to transform a given program into a simpli
fied one before code generation takes place. As the authors point
out, this is not the standard approach but it is taken partially be
cause of the small instruction set of the RESA machine.
Nevertheless, it gives the beginner an idea of what compilers do, or
more importantly, what in detail actually happens to a program be
fore execution. Often, when a person is introduced to high level
programming without any prior courses on computer architecture, a
common belief is that the machine ‘talks’ that high level language.
This book achieves its purpose of ‘introducing the reader thor
oughly to a typical high level programming language and the meth
ods necessary to describe it’ and is suitable for a course on the for
mal definition of programming languages.
Jagoda Crawford
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation

ELBERT, T.F.(1986): Embedded Programming In Ada, Van No
strand Reinhold Company, 523pp., $90.00 (hardcover).
This book is a complete guide to the Ada language for computer
programmers and advanced engineering or Computer Science stu
dents. It covers nearly every detail of Ada, from its initial develop
ment, standard programming applications, the tasking features of
the language, to the Ada Programming Support Environment.
There are nine chapters. Chapter One introduces modern
principles of software engineering incorporated in Ada. A general
overview of the language and its features is presented so that the
reader may perceive the whole language structure. The Language
Reference Manual, which is the final reference document for the
syntax and semantics of the Ada language, is also introduced.
A brief history of Ada is found in Chapter Two. This helps the
reader to understand why the language developed as it did. This
chapter is a combination of useful history and interesting reading.
Chapter Three, by far the longest chapter, covers the basic con
cepts of the Ada’s language structure thoroughly. Included is a dis
cussion of data types, data objects and their declaration. Basic syn
tax and the exception handling features of the language are
discussed. The Ada language promotes both software and run-time
reliability by exception handling that supports sound software engi
neering practice. In the Ada environment, exceptions and exception
handling are part of the language itself and all exceptions can be
handled without resort to explicit operating system access.
More advanced features of the language are presented in Chapter
Four. The Ada package feature is detailed together with the use of
private data types for achieving data abstraction. Chapter Five ex
plains the generic units that provide great flexibility in writing gen
eral purpose library subprograms or packages. The coverage of
these features in both chapters is very complete and sufficient pro
gramming examples are provided.
Input-output provisions of the language are considered in Chap
ter Six. Again, the coverage is complete, stressing the use of the
generic input-output packages and of the functions and procedures
exported by these packages.
Chapter Seven covers the tasking feature of the language. Task
initialisation, rendezvous and termination are treated in detail. The
Ada task is a basic program unit and it reflects Ada’s particular
approach to concurrent programming. The synchronisation of and
communication among tasks are provided within the language itself
by a process called rendezvous. Several short programming exam
ples are given.
In Chapter Eight, the remaining aspects of the language are
considered. They include overloading, renaming, pragmas, interrupt
handling, machine code insertions and other aspects that relate to
the underlying machine and implementation features.
Finally, Chapter Nine includes a brief discussion of the design

and life cycle support implications of the Ada language. The Ada
Programming Support Environment (APSE) that is designed to sup
port the software life cycle is introduced.
Embedded Programming In Ada is indeed a complete coverage of
the Ada language with good programming examples designed to
stress particular points. I find that this book is written in familiar
terms and with a clarity that allows the reader to get right down to
work.
L. Choo
University of New South Wales

LANDWEHR, Carl E. (Ed.)(1988): Database Security: Status and
Prospects, Elsevier Science Publications, Amsterdam,
331pp., US$79.
About ten years ago, I read a US Defence Department paper on
computer security. The major focus was upon possible attack by
agencies or processes outside the computer system, by active (direct
connection) or passive (electro-magnetic) coupling to communica
tion lines and the subsequent monitoring or accessing of data in the
computer system.
Times have changed. Today the major concerns are for attack
from agencies which are already inside the system and probably
have access to the full resources of the operating system.
This volume reports the initial meeting of the IFIP Working gro
up 11.3 (Security and Protection of Information Processing Sys
tems) held in October 1987. It is more than just a collection of re
search papers, it includes summary papers on the state-of-the-art
and practice in database security and a list of ten research questions
of current significance.
Following three papers providing perspectives on general database
security issues, these follow 18 papers which mostly address individ
ual research issues raised in the survey papers.
This book is likely to be of greatest interest to those involved in
privacy, security and auditing issues, but also has particular interest
for those responsible for assessing or designing systems operating in
distributed processing environments.
I found the papers well written and well presented. I strongly rec
ommend the book.
A. T. Montgomery
R.M.I.T.

FREEMAN, H (ed) (1988): Machine Vision - Algorithms, Architec
tures and Systems, Academic Press Inc, 315pp., $39-95
(Hard cover).
This book is a collection of 11 papers presented at a workshop in
April 1987, supplemented by 3 discussions. It makes a useful contri
bution in providing
1. a tutorial approach in places
2. an account of practical experiences (this is the systems

part of the title)
3. a series of bibliographies

One of the contributions is speculative in nature and one is re
moved from the main stream of activity. The discussion papers
could have been omitted and a paper which merely name drops im
pairs the quality of the book.
The remaining papers collectively introduce the uninitiated to
some Machine Vision applications, identify need areas in both hard
ware and software and show some of the efforts put into possible
solutions.
In particular it is noted that smart sensing requires some form of
data compression (such as multi-resolution or image segmentation),
and high speed processing (pyramid processing and pipeline data
flow are suggested solutions). These are seen as necessary to be able
to perform any sort of challenging task in real time.
The bibliography and literature surveys are valuable.
Possible Artificial Intelligence applications are introduced in a
paper which includes algorithms concerned with search techniques
which determine states within the vision zone. Goals are defined,
cost functions are utilised and ways of planning the search are in
troduced. While this paper does not present the final general algor
ithm, it highlights the need for generality and robustness in the face
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of speed and precision. While somewhat different from the others
in the book, it is capable of being read alone.
The book would be a useful library acquisition but there is insuf
ficient detailed information to make it a must on private
bookshelves.
Gerald Shannon
University of Queensland

THISTED, R.A.(1988): Elements of Statistical Computing, Chap
man and Hall, 427pp., £stg28.50.
The material included in a book with this title is not well defined:
Chapter titles, plus some additional explanations, are as follows.

worth repeating, "Building a Secure Computer System" should be
on the bookshelf of every computer professional involved in devel
oping the next generation of information systems as well as main
taining and enhancing earlier systems. It also would not hurt for
those involved in personal computer and small system applications
design to also have access to this book. In Australia any computer
professional in government, banking and finance and industry
where personal tax file numbers are stored and processed, should
read this book if, for no other reason, than to understand the tools
needed to make information systems comply with the Federal Gov
ernment "Privacy Act" (No. 119 of 1988)
The book consists of three sections as follows:
1. Overview, consisting of four introductory chapters;
2. Detailed Concepts - three further chapters that expand

1. Introduction to Statistical Computing
2. Basic Numerical Methods (Floating point arithmetic)
3. Numerical Linear Algebra (E.g. Multiple Linear Regres

upon the principles outlined in the introductory chap
ters; and
3. Implementation - the final six chapters that provide specif
ic details for the actual implementation of security sys
tems and sub-systems with their associated background
theory.

sion, Eigenproblems, General Least Squares)
4. Nonlinear Statistical Methods (E.g. Solution of equations
(including Maximum Likelihood Estimation), Optimiza
tion)
5. Numerical Integration and Approximation (Splines)
6. Smoothing and Density Estimation
It is the first of two (several?) projected volumes, so, e.g., random
number generation and simulation are excluded even though they
occur rather early in many people’s statistical computing
experience.
The style is informal and easy to read, with plenty of small exam
ples to illustrate and explain what is being discussed - an instance is
the treatment of floating point arithmetic. The emphasis is on sta
tistical applications so that a statistically motivated student is not
left wondering why a particular technique is worth studying. A
rather surprising omission for statisticians is the Simplex Method
under the heading of Optimization.
In contrast to W.J. Kennedy and J.E. Gentle’s Statistical Com
puting, which is frequently cited, it is light on substantial im
plementation details of the procedures discussed, making it suitable
for students rather than practitioners though there are many helpful
side remarks, like those on convergence criteria on pages 173-4. The
reference list is very up to date.
In the discussion of bracketing methods for the solution of onevariable non-linear equations (restricting the name regula falsi to
what the author calls secant-bracket is historically correct, surely),
access to vector processors suggests a further method: over an inter
val at whose endpoints the function has opposite signs, evaluate the
function at 10 (or 20 or...) equally spaced points, and apply regula
falsi to the innermost two at which the sign change occurs.
The text was set with TgX, with two deliberate ’misprints’; there
don’t appear to be many others, though there certainly is one on
page 189.
A pleasant and useful book.
J.B. Douglas
University of New South Wales

GASSER, M.(1988): Building a Secure Computer System, Van No
strand Reinhold Company, New York, $76.95.
Computer systems are usually poor at keeping sensitive in
formation out of the hands of daily users, even though most
computer crimes are perpetrated by these same legitimate
users.

This quotation from the dust-jacket of this book sets the security
scene for the computer professional in the 1990’s. The systems he
or she creates and maintains are under attack particularly from
within the user organisation itself. At the same time national gov
ernments worldwide are reacting to the threat and reality of compu
ter crime by enacting legislation that covers aspects of personal pri
vacy, computer and telecommunications network security and
related topics. So the computer professional needs to tread a wary
path, particularly in the commercial or non-military area, in provid
ing the new levels of computer security required while maintaining
ease and simplicity of use for the information system user.
Well, it may be hackneyed but for Morrie Gasser’s book it is

Thus in thirteen chapters of around 280 pages, the basis of
computer security, as it has emerged during the decade of the
1980’s in terms of both theory and practice, is set out by a profes
sional active in this field in both government and industry.
For example, an indication of the particular needs for commer
cial level security systems to be acceptable to both management and
information system users alike comes in Chapter 5, the chapter on
"Principles of a Security Architecture". Gasser proposes three sim
ple principles for access control (Pg. 52), as:
— Security should not affect users who obey the rules.
— It should be easy for users to give access.
— It should be easy for users to restrict access.
To these principles he adds a "fourth design principle"...to help
satisfy the preceding three principles:
— Establish reasonable defaults.
This includes both system-defined defaults and a mechanism for
user definable defaults.
These points illustrate a major benefit of this book. Design con
cepts and principles are clearly identified and explained so that the
computer professional can quickly establish design briefs or even
simple check-lists. For example, from Chapter 5 the following could
form a basic design outline for incorporating security into an infor
mation system at the software development project stage.
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

DON’T build it first, secure it later.
Recognise the high cost of retro-fitting security.
Plan security at the START of the design phase.
Create a security architecture for the information system.
Compromise on non-essential security features.
Emphasize user simplicity and friendliness.
Use the principle of "least privilege" needed to perform
the task.
— DO NOT depend on secrecy for security.
The clear exposition of Morrie Gasser makes the creation of such
summary lists straightforward and is a credit to the layout and pre
sentation of the book.
The book leaves room for the future in the area of secure compu
ter and data networks and electronic data interchange (EDI).
Chapter 13 is devoted to this topic but it is not covered in detail.
Incidentally, the main part of the book on data encryption (cryp
tography) appears in this section and the treatment is well suited to
this book, i.e. it is based around "black boxes" that perform specif
ic functions (no Greek letters or mathematical notation). If the
reader wishes to go further into mathematical cryptography a num
ber of new text-books in this area have recently been published (e.g.
Seberry and Pieprzyk). One interesting point here is that in the net
work area, although the OSI model is prominently used through
out, the "Trusted Network Interpretation" or so-called "Red Book"
from the U.S.A.’s National Computer Security Centre (NCSC) is
not discussed at any depth although it is referenced in the general
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bibliography.
In conclusion, Gasser’s book is one that again emphasizes the
discipline of computer and data network security as a mainstream
activity in computer science and computer systems engineering. The
book forms a good basis for advanced undergraduate or, prefer
ably, post-graduate and "continuing professional education" courses
in the area.
Bill Caelii
Queensland University of Technology

LEE, R.M., McCOSH, A.M., and MIGLIARESE, P. (ed.)(1988):
Organisational Decision Support Systems, Proceedings of
the IFIP WG 8.3 Working Conference on Organisational
Decision Support Systems, North Holland, Amster
dam,333pp.,$US 84.25.
Decision Support Systems (DSS) are man-machine systems that

combine computer capabilities and human skills for solving com
plex problems in organisational management. As the name implies,
they support the decision-maker: they can help the formulation and
analysis of decision alternatives, and they can ease the difficulties
that people encounter in gathering information and analysing deci
sion alternatives. A DSS per se is not expected to generate qualita
tively new decision alternatives. A DSS is often directed to the
particular needs of one individual looking at one class of problem.
The WG 8.3 Conference in June, 1988 attempted to define the
state of current practice for Decision Support Systems. The Or
ganising Committee noted that the earliest Decision Support Sys
tems had a broad view that embraced a number of organisational
units. As the systems developed, their focus narrowed and assis
tance was provided to the individual manager for each isolated
problem.
In recent years the breadth attempted in the early days has re
turned and a new style of Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS)
has been developed. The conference looked at the application and
the structure of these systems. Group Decision Support Systems
provide support for more than a single human decision-maker. As
well as providing the facilities of a DSS, a GDSS needs to provide
for intergroup communication, for resolving disputes and conflicts,
and for negotiating decisions. Implementers of such systems need to
consider a host of psychological and behavioural factors that apply
to people in groups.
The twenty-three papers in this book are organised in five sec
tions. The first group of four papers relates to the organisational
setting of GDSS. Three of these are concerned with the specifica
tion of applications such as budget formulation for a multinational
organisation, setting of transfer prices and long term planning. The
other relates GDSS to expert systems and knowledge based systems.
The second set of papers deals with conflict resolution. Once the
DSS is developed into a GDSS, there is scope for conflict. The ac
tive contribution that a GDSS may make to the ‘support of
negotiation’ is stressed. Both application and theoretical papers
were presented.
The next set of papers is entitled ‘operational issues of group
DSS’. Topics handled include: requirements analysis; a structural
view of IS design; the need to allow for the political environment of
the decision; the interrelationship of organisational issues and infor
mation system design; the use of DSS products by workers as well
as by management and their different requirements; and the devel
opment of a core of data items that may handle future policy is
sues.
There is a group of ‘behavioural’ papers. The requirements of
group structuring and development, the reflection of organisational
structure in information system design, the ‘rationality’ of deci
sions, a conceptual structure of DSS, and the restrictions that are
built into such systems are all considered.
The final set of papers looks at group decision rooms. There is
an interesting account of the introduction, development and ulti
mate demise of a GDSS. This raises issues about the practicability
of the approach. Few of these points are covered in the other pa
pers. The two other contributions to this section concentrate on the
‘mechanics’ of decision rooms.

The final paper is by one of the major figures in the area. This
advances a number of hypotheses about likely developments in
decision processes and decision structures. It is shown that many of
these developments are already well advanced.
The Conference Proceedings achieves its aim of indicating the
current state of the field. There is a good mix of case study, system
description, and theory. The reader can form an impression of the
application potential of these systems. The theoretical discussions
are often so busy advancing their case that they provide few words
of caution. It is noticeable that there is little reinforcement and re
petition of ideas. This may be a reflection of the state of the field.
A reader not already familiar with DSS may have some difficulty
in interweaving the different topics. The preface refers to the in
tended audience as ‘executives involved in the practical issues of
making DSS work and academics who are developing new methods
and new approaches’. This group would have no background trou
bles and would find the treatment effective. Readers without that
knowledge could gain by reading the full set of papers and they
should be encouraged to accept this challenge.
The presentation is acceptable, though there are inaccuracies in
the reference citations and the set of figures is missing from one
paper. It is difficult to excuse these ‘oversights’ given the considera
ble cost of the book.
In summary, these conference proceedings should fill a useful
role and may be recommended to both the intended readership and
to all who are curious about where DSS are going.
John Hiller
University of New South Wales

YOVITS, M.C. (ed.)(1986, 1987, 1988): Advances in Computers,
Volumes 25, 26, 27, Academic Press, 417pp., 476pp.,
470pp., $US 59-50, $US 65-00, $US 69-00.
The first volume of Advances in Computers appeared in 1960. The
series editors, originally Franz Alt who was soon joined by Morris
Rubinoff, and now Marshall Yovits, have maintained a policy of
publishing, in one annual volume, half a dozen or so extended arti
cles on topics of current interest. These articles are drawn from the
whole spectrum of computing activity. Almost invariably they are
carefully edited, well researched, authoritative and timely, and treat
each topic in considerable depth. Many of the early articles are still
of more than just historical interest. Yovits writes in his preface to
the 25th volume:
This series is well known and highly regarded in the compu
ter field; it has now been in existence and continued unbro
ken for more than half of the lifetime of the entire field-an
impressive record indeed. The volumes have played a
significant role in bringing together in one place many differ
ent aspects of the computer and information fields. In fact
many of the articles have become standard references, and in
spite of the everchanging nature of the field many of them
continue to be of value.

This delayed omnibus review is not a comment on the quality of
the books so much as on the task that faces the potential reviewer.
Finding reviewers for books in this series has proved almost impos
sible. Only once during my time as ACJ editor, in spite of many
attempts on many occasions, did I succeed!
Each volume has an appeal to everyone in general and yet to no
one in particular. In each, the editor has managed to find a careful
balance between hardware and software, between systems and ap
plication, and between theory and practice. These three volumes
contain the following articles:
Volume 25
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1. Accessing Knowledge through Natural Language
2. Design Analysis and Performance Evaluation Methodolo

gies for Database Computers
3. Partitioning of Massive/Real-Time Programs for Parallel

Processing
4. Computers in High-Energy Physics
5. Social Dimensions of Office Automation

Book Reviews
Volume 26

handicapped. Several papers are concerned with reporting computer
projects from different countries. Titles include

1. The Explicit Support of Human Reasoning in Decision

Support Systems

(a) ‘Computers for Education in the Home: Can Schools

2. Unary Processing
3. Parallel Algorithms for Some Computational Problems
4. Multistage Interconnection Networks for Multiprocessor

Tap their Potential’, Deringer, E.K.,
(b) ‘East, West - Homes’s Best’, Deeson, E.,
(c) ‘The State of the Art of Home Software’, Tagg, B.,
(d) ‘Not the Computer but Human interaction is the Basis

Systems
5. Fault-Tolerant Computing
6. Techniques and Issues in Testing and Validation of VLSI

for Cognitive Development and Education’, Nielsen, J.,
and,
(e) ‘Computing and Disabled People: Some Experiences with
New Technology in Education and in the Home’, Vicent, A.T.

Systems
7. Software Testing and Verification
8. Issues in the Development of Large, Distributed and Reli
able Software
Volume 27
1. Military Information Processing
2. Multidimensional Data Structures: Review and Outlook

5. Distributed Data Allocation Strategies
4. A Reference Model for Mass Storage Systems
5. Computers in Health Sciences
6. Computer Vision
7. Supercomputer Performance: The Theory, Practice, and
Results
8. Computer Science and Information Technology in the Pe
ople’s Republic of China: The Emergence of Connec
tivity
I have recently rescanned about half the articles. I find ‘Social
Dimensions of Office Automation’ to be too rarefied and not
pragmatic enough to be useful; ‘Unary Processing’ (where bits are
not weighted by their position in a binary word, but each bit carries
the same weight, so that n bits are used to convey the value ri) is
intriguing in its possibilities and may even turn out to have signifi
cant practical application; the subject of ‘Multidimensional Data
Structures’ is clearly important and the article will reward more
study; the same is true for the articles on Parallel Processing. I did
not find much empathy with ‘A Reference Model for Mass Storage
Systems’; I am not in favour of military systems in general, but the
article on ‘Military Information Processing’ is interesting and im
portant, because there is so much of it, and it is not going to go
away; etc.
A persistent characteristic of the articles is that they are forwardlooking, and not only describe current practice, but suggest strongly
the directions for future developments. On an earlier occasion I
suggested that books in this series could be used by discussion gro
ups composed of individuals (e.g. within a single company) who
wish to keep abreast of the field and retain a flexible view about
future developments.
To whom else should these books appeal? The day of the compu
ter polymath seems to have been and gone. Almost no individual
can afford to spread herself or himself as widely over the entire
computer field as these volumes do, so few individuals will wish to
acquire their own copies on a regular basis. Should this imply the
demise of the series? It has clearly been successful in selling into the
library market and should continue to do so. Its usefulness would
be increased greatly if libraries are able to catalogue each individual
article (mine certainly doesn’t do so).
John Lions
University of New South Wales

LEVRAT, B., TAGG, E.D. and LOVIS, F.B. (ed.) (1987): The
Computer in the Home: Its Challenge to Education, North,Holland, Amsterdam, 151pp., $US31.00 (paperback).
This publication documents the proceedings of an IFIP TC 3/WG
3.2/WG 3.5 Working Conference held at Interlaken, Switzerland,
7-11 April, 1986. Generally the material covered varies from fun
games, through computer languages to aspects of cognitive learn
ing. Twenty three papers and discussion notes are included.
Amongst the papers are six on the examination of psychological
problems associated with the use of the computer by young chil
dren. Three papers are concerned with the computer helping the

Most microcomputer conference proceedings of three years ago
would hold little current interest for the would-be-up-to-date com
puter person. Not so this one. The material is current, pertinent
and informative for both the educator and the parent although the
computer-minded reader may be somewhat shocked by the disres
pectful statements made about computers by some authors. Let’s
see why the conference was interesting from a few snippets of the
proceedings!
From (a) a major dilemma of education in the home today is not
so much the lack of resources such as the computer (a 1986 US
figures states that 13% of families have one) but more the lack of
parental involvement for one reason or another. And yet it is gener
ally accepted that parent involvement is a key to early learning in
children. Even so one study revealed students who used computers
at home gained significantly more ... in reading skills during the
period of the project than students who had machines only in the
classroom or who had no access to micros at school.
Most educators in Britain hope that computers will go away (b).
Certainly the approach of monitoring such things as respiration rate
and brain activity should go away. After all we are talking about
our children, not a battery farm of chickens. On the more positive
side the author gives parents of young children twelve useful hints
on buying educational software.
The UK Government’s Microelectronics Education Program en
couraged a commercial attitude towards software,(c). The strategy,
however, was not entirely successful because of the limited market.
Education is now turning toward the use of generic software such
as word-processing packages, spreadsheets and database software.
The home use of word-processing packages for school essays is
increasing, although the quote of a child who thought it improper
to not supply hand-written material along with computer print-out
is somewhat amusing. Teachers see the great benefit of ’rewrites’
which in the past would have stifled a young child’s enthusiasm.
The implication that learning generally is like learning French by
living in France without being taught could lead to the conclusion
that children may as well stay home with their computer, instead of
going to school (d). However this model is seriously challenged.
Two fifteen year old students, Susan and Jane, have great difficul
ties learning programming with LOGO and reveal some of the
problems with cognitive development in the young. Human interac
tion is a vital element in learning as no child is unaffected by all
this attention from adults. The computer in the home is not
enough, as by and large parents are out at work, or if at home,
they lack the necessary understanding.
Computers have a great role to play in helping the disabled, for
example the use of synthetic speech output for blind people (e). Of
the 70,000 undergraduates of the UK home-study Open University
more than 2,000 are registered as disabled with 200 visually handi
capped. For the later group the computer output of synthetic
speech is a natural medium. Even BASIC is spoken!
As computer professionals we need to be challenged to place the
computer in reasonable perspective. The papers of the conference
offer us a challenge and the publication may be of interest. If we
are parents of school children or educators we need to be aware of
the challenge in an informed way. The publication would then defi
nitely be of interest.

John Pollard
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
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— fixed function keyboards for calculators ( with and with
out mode change);
— keyboard layout (QWERTY, Dvorak, alphabetical);
— numerical keypads, and one-handed alphanumeric
keyboards;
— keyswitch mechanisms: alternatives, life requirements,
timing and roll-over characteristics, feedback;
— keyboard dimensions, height and slope;
— testing: operator performance and preferences.

HENNESSY, M. (1988): Algebraic Theory of Processes, M.I.T.
Press, Cambridge, Mass., USA,273 pp.,$US 39.95.
Computing seems to proceed in a way opposite to most other sci
ences. Inventions, in particular machines, come first; theory fol
lows. This book tries to provide a guide to developing very general
theories of processes. It also tries to describe' them in what the au
thor calls elementary mathematics (p. 261).
In fact he considers a specific (but easily generalisable) language
and then the relations between its operational behaviour, its
denotational semantics and a proof system for it.
Anyone absorbing the contents of this book will have a sound
methodology for developing many sorts of system: term rewriting
systems, communicating sequential processes, parallel processing.
Unfortunately, most computer scientists will find the mathematics
obscure rather than elementary. The author has made great efforts
to keep the mathematics simple and it is true there are no long for
mulae - but there are lots of short ones! What he has tried to do is
to make the material accessible to (theoretical) computer scientists,
but in fact this means ones with a good background in abstract al
gebra.
There is no attempt to rephrase the language of pure mathematics
in computer science terms. An example is the (very abstract though
formally correct) definition of initial algebra on p. 27.
To sum up: the theory is good, the example is elegant and can be
readily generalized but the language of the book is foreign to com
puter scientists and needs another book - or a course on universal
algebra or category theory - to explain it.

The Keyboard chapter ends with a list of 48 references to journals,
conference proceedings, international standards and patents. A
quick scan indicates mostly US sources, but at least one Japanese
and two British authors appear.
The second book, Output Hardcopy Devices, is twice as long and
only 10% more expensive than the first book. It also has twice as
many editors and authors. The second editor comes from IBM, and
(surprise, surprise) 13 of the 23 authors are also from IBM, from
four different locations, but mostly from IBM’s Almaden Research
Center in San Jose, California. Output Hardcopy Devices is much
less pedantic about what is or is not graphics related, and gives a
treatment of impact printing devices that is more thorough than
might otherwise have been expected. It has 18 chapters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduction to Plotters: The User’s View (19 pages)
Plotter Design (14 pages)
CRTs for Hard Copy (64 pages)
Camera Hardcopy (20 pages)
Impact Printing: Introduction and Historical Perspective
(22 pages)

John Crossley
Monash University

Engraved Line Printing (40 pages)
Wire Matrix Printing (22 pages)
Other Impact Printing Technologies (16 pages)
Non-Impact Printing Technologies: Introduction and His
torical Perspective (14 pages)
10. Electrophotographic Printing (40 pages)
11. Magnetographic and Ionographic Printing (16 pages)
12. Thermal Printing (34 pages)
13. Ink Jet Printing (60 pages)
14. Other Non-Impact Printing Technologies (12 pages)
15. Paper Requirements for Impact and Non-Impact Printers

6.
7.
8.
9.

SCHERR, S.(1988): Input Devices, Academic Press, NY, 301pp.,
$54.95.
DURBECK, R.C. and SCHERR, S.(1988): Output Hardcopy De
vices, Academic Press, NY, 526pp., $59.95.
I can recommend both these books. No modern computer centre
manager should be without the kinds of information that they,
especially the second, contain. They are worth reading thoroughly
and then keeping handy for easy reference (especially for when you
need to keep your friendly computer salesman honest). To my ini
tial surprise the first book, on Input Devices, without even a hint of
an apology to Herman Hollerith, makes no mention of such famil
iar input media such as punch cards, paper tape, or even magnetic
tape. The Preface explains that:
This is the first volume of the new series “Computer Graph
ics - Technology and Applications” ... [it] concentrates on
the actual equipment and the many technologies that are
employed in the design of this [graphics] equipment.

Clearly Herman neglected to anticipate the advent of computer
graphics!
For Input Devices, ten authors who, except for three from Summagraphics Corporation in Connecticut, come from widely dis
persed locations in the United States, have contributed seven chap
ters:
1. Introduction to Input Devices (70 pages)
2. Human Factors Considerations in the Design
Selection of Computer Input Devices (61 pages)
3. Keyboards (57 pages)
4. Digitizers and Input Tablets (39 pages)
5. Mice (32 pages)
6. Trackballs and Joysticks (20 pages)
7. Voice Input Systems (26 pages)

and

The editor’s intention has been to be authoritative and comprehen
sive. The writing style is direct, the content is substantial, the cover
age is wide, and, last but not least, the verbal noise level is low.
Substantial reference lists are given at the end of each chapter. For
example, the chapter on Keyboards covers:

(30 pages)
16.
17.
18.
19.

Ribbons and Inks (28 pages)
Color Printing (22 pages)
Printer Controllers (34 pages)
Printer Fonts (20 pages)

It is hard to convey just how much useful information is provided,
not to mention how much knowledge, thought and clever design are
illustrated by the printers that too frequently we take for granted.
For example, I had really never thought about the factors that af
fect the suitability of papers for printers (such as surface resistivity,
roughness and dimensional stability). I also discovered that design
for printer fonts and hardware controllers have previously unima
gined subtleties.
If you want to learn about printers and printing, here is a good
place to start. But where does one go for the last word? The
reference lists at the end of each chapter are again substantial, and
feature many Japanese author names. But is it significant that most
of these seem to attach to Patent applications rather than articles.
Since the Japanese now seem to control the printer market as firmly
as any other, how much do they know that isn’t listed here? It most
probably is important!
I suggest you watch for further volumes in this series.
John Lions
University of New South Wales

LAVENTHOL, J.(1987): Programming in POP-11, Blackwell Sci
entific, 221pp., $49.95 (soft) or $85.00 (hard).
I will review this book from three viewpoints:
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From the general interest point of view, Laventhol writes clearly.
His writing is polished and pleasant to read (must be British, I
thought - and he is). He is an enthusiast for his subject, and trans
mits this to his text, hoping to transfer it to his readers. His sense
of humour is pleasant and unobstrusive.
As a textbook for a course in POP-11, or for teaching oneself
POP-11, it would be an excellent book, though at $50 for the pa
perback it loses a little of its gloss. The organization of the book is
good: there are only a few places where a facility is used before it is
explained, and those are explained within the next page. There are a
few places where an instructor skilled in programming will illumi
nate Laventhol’s text to the advantage of the student, but he has
tried hard. The index is comprehensive (16 columns) and useful.
His encouragement for documentation within programmes cheered
me greatly. The examples and exercises are useful.
After reading this book, if I had to learn list programming I
would prefer to learn POP-11 rather than LISP. It has some untidi
ness (this is regret rather than stone-throwing: even PASCAL has
its VAR statement...) characteristic of languages which have grown
from interesting beginnings to practicality. Some of the operators
are not intuitive, and as the author states, many of the concepts
involved are quite different from anything encountered in the scien
tific languages. I found it an interesting reintroduction (not having
looked at any list processing since my student days), and would,
were it not for the fact that POP-11 for my machine is sadly nearly
obsolete, be most interested to try my hand at programming in
POP-11, with Laventhol’s book by my side.
Chester Wilson
Charleville

data efficiently, economically and with as few errors as
possible. Error detection is emphasized.
— Subject Control. The vocabulary used in indexing records
on the database to enable each record to be identified
and allow accurate information retrieval.
— Document Acquisition and selection criteria. Questions of
where to find material, sorting the useful from the
dross, and how to get your hands on things that you
know are out there.
— The Future. The effects of technology already available
but not yet widely used on small database systems in
the future.
Perhaps it will be useful to say what this book is not. It will not tell
you how to use a specific software package. While some specific
products are mentioned they are done only as examples. It is not
concerned with database theory, rather with practice. It is not a be
ginner’s step by step guide to setting up a database, but will help
the inexperienced realize what is involved and how to approach the
various problems that may be faced.
There is much more to setting up a database successfully than
buying a database package, and this book provides a wide coverage
of issues that should be considered. People with some computing
experience but not much expertise in databases who face the task of
constructing or managing a bibliographic database will appreciate
this book.
Lucy Chubb
University of New South Wales

KOSTER, C.H.A. (1987): Top-down Programming with ELAN, Ellis
Horwood, 323pp., 19.50 stg. (hardback).
JUDGE, P. and GERRIE, B. (cd.)(1986): Small Scale Bibliographic
Databases, Academic Press Australia, 198pp., $27.50.
This book had its origins in a workshop held ‘in Australia’ some
years ago. (For some reason, the editors have been extremely cagey
about just where and when!) The interest generated by the work
shop suggested that a book on the same topic might be well re
ceived. The hope is expressed that the book will be both timely and
timeless. Some of the topics covered will be relevant for a long time
yet, even with the current pace of change in technology.
There are eleven chapters each contributed by a different author.
Despite its origins it reads like a book not a collection of papers.
The following is a brief overview of each chapter:
— Small scale databases. An introductory chapter outlining
database concepts.
— General Overview of a Database system. A typical bibli
ographic database containing information on research
in progress within Australia in marine science is de
scribed together with typical operations.
— Software options. Several questions are posed to help the
reader choose software rationally. What types of soft
ware are required? Do you buy or develop inhouse?
What should suitable software be able to do?
— Hardware Options. Processors, input devices, output de
vices, storage units, etc.
•— Management, control and cost benefit. The general deci
sion making process is reviewed briefly followed by a
discussion of features of a viable database system to be
considered before implementation. An example, show
ing the costing of two databases services, helps illustrate
the complex art of information services costing.
— Staffing and Other Management Questions. Questions
such as how many staff will be required to set up and
maintain the database and what skills they may need. A
questionnaire is included. Marketing, copyright and le
gal responsibilities are discussed.
— Management with a DBMS. How a DBMS may be used
for creating, searching and maintaining a database us
ing, as an example, a prototype system describing Eucalypts.
— Input Processing and Editorial Responsibilities. How to
organize and supervise the flow of documents providing

ELAN is an educational programming language that is presently
used mainly in Germany and the Netherlands. The author describes
it as a daughter of ALGOL 68. How does ELAN compare with
PASCAL as a teaching language? Is it worth considering as a re
placement?
The book is the first of a two-volume settvThe second volume
will be more advanced, and will be concerned with bottom-up pro
gramming. ELAN, as described in the book, is a procedural blockstructured language, similar to many others. Its derivation from
ALGOL 68 gives it a more regular syntax than PASCAL. The
built-in types (integers, reals, strings and booleans) are considered
to be provided by standard packages. This is similar to the way in
which standard types are introduced into PASCAL, but there are
no exceptions or tricks. The user of ELAN can create packages on
the same footing as the built-ins. This is one of the most unsatisfac
tory features of PASCAL, because user-constructed types are not as
‘first-class’ as the built-in types. Also, although PASCAL strings
are constructed types, they are the only array types that can be
compared, or written to output, (but whose elements cannot be
read as input). ELAN is free of these irregularities, which are mere
ly a waste of time to learn or to teach.
ELAN is presented as a programming environment, with its own
editor. This feature, along with its choice of standard types, makes
ELAN not only the daughter of ALGOL 68, but also, in its interac
tive flavour, the son of BASIC. This brings us to a second advan
tage of ELAN; it is designed for step-wise refinement. The
programmer is encouraged to develop the program in terms of highlevel conditions and actions, which can be given meaningful names
(e.g., ‘take the next candidate’). In most programming environ
ments such names would be destined to become comments, but in
ELAN they become the names of ‘refinements’. The editor makes it
easy to focus onto a refinement and expand it. The text is consid
ered as a tree rather than a linear structure. The programmer’s de
sign process is recorded permanently as a hierarchy of refinements,
rather than as throw-away comments.
The book begins with an introduction based on Karel the Robot
(Pattis (1981)). Karel is implemented simply by using an ELAN
‘package’. The result is a specialised programming environment,
suitable for a beginner. This creates a good learning medium, be
cause the effects of procedures are immediately visible on the pro
grammer’s terminal, giving rapid feedback. (There is no simple way
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for a normal PASCAL compiler system to provide such an interac
tive environment.)
The book, as the first of two, considers only one form of data
structure, the array or ‘row’. This limits the range of examples that
can be presented. But they include all the Computer Science
classics, such as the ‘Towers of Hanoi’, the ‘8 Queens Problem’,
‘Quicksort’, etc. Good standard stuff.
*
Since the author is not a native speaker of English, it is worth
commenting on the style of the text. The reader need have no wor
ries. Apart from the occasional lapse of idiom, the text is in a lucid
tutorial style, and I found it unusually easy to read.
Yes, overall an excellent book; ELAN deserves serious considera
tion by educators. As the author says, ELAN is ‘a sensible alterna
tive to BASIC and an improvement over PASCAL’. I certainly
believe it after reading the book. I shall wait for the second volume
with interest.
An MSDOS version of ELAN is available directly from the pub
lisher.
References.

Pattis, R.E. (1981): Karel the Robot: a gentle introduction to the
Art of Programming, John Wiley and Sons.
Barry Dwyer
University of Adelaide

TAYLORj W.A. (1988): What Every Engineer Should Know About
Artificial Intelligence, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachu
setts,331pp.,$US 25.00 (hardback).
Artificial Intelligence, as Taylor defines it, is two unrelated things:
‘human emulation that does not work and a few software tech
niques that are ready for use’ (p. 9). Taylor concentrates on those
engineering ideas ‘that work well enough for commercial use’ (p.
1): viz. expert systems. Taylor’s book will tell an engineer with only
moderate familiarity with computers enough to make a decision
whether the AI techniques are useful to him.
Taylor’s view that AI is ‘only another new technology’ (p. 259) is
refreshing in a field with a large hype-factor. By concentrating on
practical ideas, he is able to explain the basics of expert systems to
most engineers. His numerous case studies are very useful for the
ideal reader of this book: someone who is asking ‘Is AI useful for
me now?’. Taylor’s presentation of his answers to this question are
surprisingly honest in that he describes the disadvantages and pitfalls of expert systems as well as their advantages.
A more detailed summary of the contents of the book is as fol
lows: After limiting the scope of his discussion to techniques that
can be usefully applied now, Taylor describes various different pro
gramming styles, stressing that AI is essentially just a different style
of programming and one that is more appropriate for some
problems. He gives an introduction to the LISP and PROLOG lan
guages and describes the structure of an expert system (covering
such topics and chaining, rule structure and user interface). Chapter
14 (‘Getting Started in AI’) gives practical advice on the best way to
introduce new AI technology: ‘Form follows finance’, ’Write no
software’ (i.e. use off the shelf components such as expert system
shells wherever, possible). All of this should be very useful to the
average engineer wishing to join the ranks of the artificial intelli
gentsia.
This book is clearly not intended to give the reader in depth
technical knowledge about writing expert systems. There are a num
ber of other books which do this and Taylor provides an annotated
bibliography of some of these. Nevertheless, AI cognescenti could
benefit from reading some of the chapters of this book, especially
those where he discusses practical projects.
The final chapter (‘Japan and the Fifth Generation Project’) is
the only one that seems a bit out of place in this book. Taylor
spends 30 pages describing the 5th generation project, differences
between Japanese culture and American culture, why the Japanese
should be watched carefully and what Americans should do. He
concludes with an admonition to readers that whilst completing a
workable AI project is expensive, exploring the technology isn’t. He
argues that if we (the non-Japanese) don’t explore and exploit this
technology, then we will be left behind.

The book is written in a leisurely style (it is an ‘armchair book’
rather than a ‘desk book’) and is easy to read. It would make use
ful background reading for anyone contemplating getting into the
field of Artificial Intelligence for practical purposes.
R. Williamson
University of Queensland

LOVIS, F. (Ed.)(1988): Remote Education and Informatics: Tele
teaching, North-Holland,255pp.,$US 65.75.
These are the proceedings of an international conference held in
Budapest in October 1986. According to the publisher’s flyer and
the author of the preface and lead paper, the main purpose of this
first IFIP conference on ‘teleteaching’ (which is not actually de
fined) was to prove [sic] that the only way of teaching informatics
to adults is by distance education.
With this as the central theme, it is hard to divine the relevance
of many of the papers, such as one on the Kumon approach in Ja
pan, which is only arguably distance education, and is used for pri
mary students and not for teaching computing. Similarly a highly
Teutonic essay on semiotics. Several papers are trite, others passe.
Some reflect the problems of cost and limited access to equipment
in countries like Hungary, where audio cassette recorders are still
used for the storage of courseware and software.
All the articles and conference participants were from the
Northern hemisphere, although one paper and two participants
came from South Africa. Some authors assume a highly centralised
national control of curriculum and of other aspects of eduction.
The best papers, not suprisingly, are those by people who have
actually taught computing to adults by distance education, notably
several from a group at the Technical University, Graz, Austria,
and colleagues from the University of Texas at Dallas and the Univ
ersity Karlsruhe. They have developed a system for ‘presentationtype’ CAI for use in teaching computer science, with materials
downloaded at low speed from file servers to colour graphics PCs.
These are then run on the PCs directly without any mainframe in
volvement. The group has developed an authoring language for
courseware which can distributed by videotex, and also a low-cost
colour graphics computer which outperforms industry compatible
machines in the task for which they were designed.
There are two papers on CD-ROM, but no mention of writeonce-read-many times (WORM) developments, let alone speculation
about the use of laser discs as user-accessible storage.
The editor is an academic from the U.K. Open University and
there are papers from the British, Thai, Dutch and South African
open universities. There is a good Thai paper on distance education
by multi-media. Still, it is a pity that the conference was not more
tightly bound to the existing body of knowledge and to the theme.
The book suffers far more than usual from the limitations of
IFIP publications by North-Holland. There are 31 papers, ranging
from several of just two or three pages to a maximum of 14 pages.
Naturally, most are written by those who are not native speakers of
English. Some papers use such fractured English, with abstract
terms that do not exist in English, and which are not defined or
explained, that key passages are unintelligible. Spelling errors
abound, and there is much irritating use of sexist language. Using
camera-ready copy from authors has led not only to minimal edit
ing but to slapdash technical presentation. There are many different
type faces and styles, and innumerable corrections in non-matching
faces or by hand.
Australia is likely to see greater use of distance education, follow
ing the White Paper on Higher Education, although Mr Dawkins
seems to be encouraging this more as a way of reducing costs than
of improving access.
With all these limitations, at this price one cannot recommend
even library purchase. Those interested in the more noteworthy
work that is reported would do better to seek details from publica
tions of the ACM or the Australian research reports.
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DATE, C.J.(1987): A Guide to Ingres, Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, Reading, Mass., 380pp., $42.95.

the two books provide valuable insights into one of the main com
mercial data base management systems.

Ingres is the relational data base management system that was de
veloped at the University of California, Berkeley in the 1970’s. Re
lational Technology Inc. is the company that was founded in 1980
with the aim of transforming the university research into a commer
cial product, and to handle its marketing and further development.
There are two versions of Ingres that are widely available. The
version from RTI is termed ‘commercial Ingres’ and this is the
subject of Date’s book. Another version is distributed on the Berke
ley tapes and is used extensively as a basic system for research - this
latter is ‘university Ingres’. It corresponds roughly to the state of
the commercial version of some 8-10 years ago. Several of the chap
ters in this book refer to features that are not included in ‘Universi
ty Ingres’. Date remarks in his Preface:

References.

The purpose of this book ... is to present a detailed ...
description of Ingres: what it is, what it is not, what it is
intended for, and how it can be used. The book is aimed at
DP management, end-user management, database specialists
(including database and system administration designers, and
database programmers), DP students and teachers, and enduser DP professionals who wish to broaden their knowledge
of the database field by study of a state-of-the-art system.
The emphasis throughout is on the user ...

For such groups and for such purposes, Date succeeds admirably.
The book is organised in 21 chapters arranged in four sections.
The sections provide an overview (two chapters), details of the sys
tem (eleven chapters), application development (seven chapters) and
distributed databases under Ingres (one chapter). Each chapter re
fers to a section of the system and can be read in isolation. Even
readers not familiar with relational theory should get a great deal
from this book. However, I believe that they should already appre
ciate the problems and procedures of data processing, as terms such
as checkpointing, journaling, audit trails appear as if they are
already familiar. This background is one of the reasons why I see a
limited role for the book for teaching.
The first twelve chapters have questions and answers. These are
of the ‘practice problem’ type rather than ‘points to ponder’. This
emphasis is in keeping with the book’s intention.
The treatment shows how the different commands may be used,
and (with a couple of notable exceptions) it does not indulge in the
oretical discussions. The theory that is given provides a useful basis
for the examples. However, it is does not prepare the reader for
developments and it does not indicate why one solution from a set
of options was preferred. For example, the word ‘relation’ is used,
but it need not have been. A relation is essentially a table in Date’s
presentation. He also persists with the (mathematically unnecessary)
requirement that the relations be ‘flat’. That may be a reasonable
basis for today’s implementations but it does not prepare the reader
for the non-INF systems being developed in many research labora
tories, or for products like ‘POSTGRES’ or ‘GEM’. There are also
several instances where the reader encounters the phrase ‘for rea
sons which are beyond the scope of this book .... ’. Resisting the
temptation to indulge in theory is fine, but why not give the reader
a reference to a full discussion? The bibliography has just seven
entries: three of Codd’s papers, two of Date’s books, the RTI
manuals, and Michael Stonebraker’s ‘Ingres Papers’. With two ex
ceptions (the discussions of updating from views and the handling
of universal quantification with the ‘ANY’ operator that are both
well done) the book adopts an a-theoretical approach. The limited
amount of theory suggests that academics should be careful before
using this book as a text.
; Date wrote this book under a consulting contract with RTI. He
has done an excellent job of making their product understandable.
One can read the material rapidly and not feel that much of the
detail is ‘passing one by’.
This book will interest other besides Ingres users. As Date re
marks, this book could seen as a companion to Stonebraker’s
(1986) Ingres papers. Date tells what can be done and how to do it.
Stonebraker, his colleagues, and his students talk about why things
were done is a particular way; they explore the options. Together

STONEBRAKER, M. (ed.) (1986): The Ingres Papers, AddisonWesley Publishing Company, Reading, Mass.
John Hiller
University of New South Wales

SLATER, R.(1987): Portraits in Silicon, The MIT Press, 374 pp.,
$US 24.95.
The problem with this book has been that I wanted to read it all,
and somehow it slipped to the bottom of one of those inevitable
piles in my office, from whence I have only recently retrieved it.
The Chinese curse, ‘may you live in interesting times!’, has afflicted
most of us in the computing field. My lifetime has coincided almost
exactly with the modern computer era. One of my earliest memories
is of reading in the Sunday Sun (I am sure it must have been in the
late ’40s) about a proposed ‘giant brain’ that would consume more
electricity than the city of New York, and need more water for
cooling it than flows over Niagara Falls. I have since been fortunate
enough to visit both New York city and Niagara Falls, and those
consumption statistics are indeed impressive. Fortunately today’s
‘giant brains’ are impressive in an entirely different way: not by
their enormity but by their tiny size, etched onto small pieces of
silicon.
One thing that our technology shares with almost no other is that
the original pioneers, the thinkers that saw further than others, are
mostly 'still with us, able to be interviewed, to have their mature
reflections on their achievements preserved and recorded for the
permanent record. In this book, Robert Slater, an American jour
nalist now living in Israel, has recorded 31 verbal portraits of 34
computing pioneers, 23 of whom he interviewed personally. All the
latter come from the United States except for Konrad Zuse who
lives in West Germany. In order of their appearance in the book,
the 23 are: Shannon, Zuse, Atanasoff, Forrester, Norris, Perot,
Shockley, Noyce, Kilby, Hoff, Amdahl, Gordon Bell, Hopper,
Backus, Kemeny, Kurtz, Kildall, Ritchie, Thompson, Bricklin,
Bushnell, Osborne and, last but not least, Knuth. Of the others, six
(Babbage, Turing, Von Neumann, Mauchly, Aiken and T.J. Wat
son Snr) had already died before Slater started his project in 1982,
and the other five (Eckert, Cray, Gates, Jobs and Millard) were
presumably unavailable. (Seymour Cray is a notorious recluse, so
his refusal of an interview comes as no surprise.)
The author admits candidly that his selection of subjects has been
a personal one, and he doesn’t expect everyone to agree. I certainly
don’t! My own list would include Americans Barton, Forsythe,
McCarthy, and Perlis with Europeans Dijkstra, Hoare, Wilkes, and
Wirth, and exclude Osborne and Millard. Osborne pioneered the
portable computer. Millard’s claim to fame is that he started Computerland and became very rich. While that is all very interesting, I
don’t see that it puts Millard in the same class as Babbage or Tur
ing or Cray or even Jobs.
What of the individual portraits? They are all attractively written,
and held my attention (once I found that time). There is much use
ful information, but not every statement is as precise as it might
have been. The author has obviously enjoyed his interviews, and
researched the contemporary literature for background on each of
his subjects. However his references are far from exhaustive, and
his evaluations far from complete. This is biography, not history,
and must be enjoyed as such.
This book would be a useful acquisition for libraries of many
different pretensions, from university to local lending.
John Lions
University of New South Wales

KELLEY, A. & POHL, 1.(1987): C by Dissection , Benjamin Cum
mings,461pp.,$32.95.
The title, C by Dissection, is somewhat unusual for a C language
programming text. It will, no doubt, awake nostalgic or unpleasant
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echoes in the minds of most of us who, in the course of the practi
cal work in Natural Sciences, performed experiments where unfor
tunate creatures were pulled apart in classified rows. But this time,
the dissection process is used to torture the C language for the
benefit of the reader.
The book is nicely written and well organized. Rather than in
flicting on the beginner, the intended audience, the usual and pain
ful ‘all you should know about syntactic rule? and restrictions’, the
authors adopt a didactic approach (or should one say dissectic ap
proach) to present the features of the language by means of
programming examples progressively growing in complexity. For
the reader who has access to a computer and a good C compiler
with documentation (most desirable) the study supported by various
examples and directed exercises becomes a pleasant walk through.
Though the layout is reasonably conventional for a C language
text, the chapters are clearly defined and each one concludes with a
useful summary and a set of exercises. No solution is given for
these - this can be considered as a weak point for a beginners text but they are reasonably simple and close to the examples to be
achievable. The text always draws attention to the common pitfalls
and errors every beginner is liable to encounter.
The concept of functions is introduced very early, in Chapter 4,
along with advice on structured programming. This approach can
only be commended since C language is a structured programming
language based on functions. Chapter 8, 9 and 10 are dedicated to
pointers which constitute, probably, the most difficult part of the
language for the beginner. These sections are very clear and should
cause no trouble to the reader. Software methodology and the pre
processor are exposed in Chapter 11 and the concept of recursion is
discussed separately in Chapter 12. UNIX is not forgotten though
this book presents the language independently from this operating
system, and Chapter 14 discusses the methodology in a UNIX envi
ronment.
The authors have already published A Book on C, a more ad
vanced text intended for experienced programmers or professionals,
and with a certain originality present a beginner text afterwards.
This probably contributes to the quality of C by Dissection, as no
previous knowledge of a programming language is required. These
texts offers the opportunity to choose a level appropriate to one’s
experience.
C. Cheneau
University of Technology, Sydney

EDITORS OF TIME-LIFE BOOKS (1987): The Computerised Soci
ety (Part of series ‘Understanding Computers’), Time-Life
Books, Amsterdam, 128pp., $29.95 (hardcover).
EDITORS OF TIME-LIFE BOOKS (1987): Memory and Storage
(Part of series ‘Understanding Computers’), Time-Life
Books, Amsterdam, 128pp.,"$29.95 (hardcover).
These two books are part of a series for the interested layman and
therefore I will review them together from this perspective, for this
is indeed where I am in computing at the present time.
I found the first volume easier reading than the second, because I
already had some idea of what it was about - the Computerised So
ciety is something we have been living with for a while.
There is an essay - cleverly illustrated - on Taming the Main
frame. This is followed by a series of illustrations and explanations
of the different parts of a computer, and how these co-operate.
There is quite a bit of history, which is acceptable, as it makes
sense of what is being done, and also indicates other possible ways
that have been tried in dealing with problems. In many ways, the
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problem-solving attitude of the books is their great strength. It is
interesting in itself, and it is clearly the approach those dealing with
computers have been struggling with over the years, and with great
success. The illustrations and text on Data-Base are particularly
good and vivid. It’s simple enough for me to follow, and at the
same time implies infinite complexity.
Another group of essays (and pictures - the illustrator, as in all
these books, is in many ways the prima donna!) are fascinating for
what they say, (if you have a particular interest in them), and even
more for what they don’t say. This group comes under headings:
Failure-proofing the Computer, Electronic Banking, Invasion of the
Microprocessors, and A Revolution in Banking. It is clear that they
are merely interesting samples of the infinite possibilities in the
Computerised Society, and that if you have the inspiration and the
technique there are vast ranges of possibilities yet unexplored. I
think this is the real message of this book.
One thing which would have helped me is if abbreviations (eg
CPU for Central Processing Unit) which are used on a double
spread page could be explained on that page, in something the way
the Macquarie Dictionary lists its words beginning with un. On pp
44-45, we have IPARS, ACP, OLTP, CPU, and four explained on
the page: CTSS, MEDINET, IBM, TSS.
There is a helpful glossary at the back, but to turn to it half-adozen times in a few minutes reading is too wearing for me - and
I’m not prepared to learn off glossary initials unless it is made clear
that certain ones are so important that I might as well face them
early on (like CPU).
I now turn to the second title, noting that this beautifully illu
strated series gets more difficult for the layman every volume. The
first two (on history and on graphics which I had independently ob
tained before reviewing the current volumes) were both fantastically
interesting to me, and difficult reading. This one on Memory and
Storage is a bit like reading poetry - some of it is clear and expands
my experience; some is mystic, giving that curious feeling that there
is more in the world than I ever thought before, even if I’ll never
quite understand it; and some, especially the illustrations, are quite
beautiful even if not necessarily immediately comprehensible.
Would 1 buy it for myself - the series, that is ? I did. Who would
find it worth having? Anyone who has some scientific-computer
background: i.e. who, like me, likes playing with word-processing,
but hasn’t much idea of programming. I think some programmers
would be interested, too, especially in the historical aspects, and
again in the possibilities for the future. It would be helpful for any
one teaching computing - but it’s a bit advanced for the inexperi
enced: I constantly find myself wishing I had an expert to explain
parts of it to me in more detail. I am delighted with the occasional
shrewd or amusing comments: ‘it is .. an axiom in the world of
computers that there is never available a satisfactory amount of
memory.’ And the detective story on p 71. And ‘The Fabulous
Floppy’.
The way the diagrams are fed into the pages of the text is clever
and helpful - if I find the text too complex, the diagram is right
there to help - and it often does.
I enjoyed these books, and, indeed, the whole series to date.
They are not light reading, but are well designed and excellent for
someone like myself: interested in computers, but not past the
word-processing stage. And the illustrations are out of this world!
Have a look at the books before you decide they are not for you and if you are a teacher, especially of computers to bright kids, I
think these are designed for you in everything short of actual com
puter programming. I don’t think I’m going to be a great computer
expert, but I certainly have more ideas than I did - and that’s basi
cally why I wanted the series. And maybe I’ll be able to talk a bit
more intelligently to my grandchildren!
Chester G. Wilson
Ipswich
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